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PREFACE

The risk to the health and safety of workers involved in
the production of energy by various systems, as well as to members
of the public, is an important consideration in choosing one system
over another. At the Atomic Energy Control Board, we are
focussing not only on ensuring that the risk from the nuclear
system is as low as reasonably achievable, but also on what
might constitute an acceptable level of risk.

One approach to the problem is to compare estimated risk for
other energy systems in a systanatic and consistent fashion. The
results of such an exercise are reported in the following pages.
Based on data compiled from almost 150 references, the author
has shown that electricity provided by natural gas involves the
lowest risk, and nuclear energy has a fairly low risk compared
to other sources.

We at the AECB do not wish to interpret this report as a
signal to relax our vigilance, but merely as indicating that the
production of energy from other sources is not devoid of signi-
ficant risk. One point which canes out clearly is that risk
estimation should be done over the whole fuel cycle. That is,
the calculations should proceed from mining of the fuel or raw
materials to the management of the resulting wastes, including more
than the generation phase at the power plant. Occupational as
well as public health risk must be considered.

Data relating to a wide variety of conditions can never be
completely intercomparable, and the information in the following
pages is no exception. The author has developed a new methodology
for processing and interpreting available data. Since this field
of study is young, it is premature to anticipate the final impact
of the results. Nonetheless, we are pleased to authorize release
of the report at this time. We hope it will generate a useful
debate on the relative risk estimated for the various systems, as
well as on how to reduce risk in all energy systems.

A.T. Prince
President
Atomic Energy Control Board





A B S T R A C T

Every form of human activity involves risk of accident or disease,
resulting in injury or death. Generation of energy is no exception. Although
such risk has previously been considered for conventional systems (coal, oil
and nuclear), a similar analysis for the so-called alternative or non-conventional
systems (solar, wind, ocean thermal and methanol) has been lacking.

This paper presents an evaluation of the risk, both occupational and to
the public, of these non-conventional energy systems. They are considered
both in absolute terms and in relation to conventional systems. The risk of
most non-conventional systems, per unit of energy output, is comparable to,
and in sane cases much higher than, the risk from coal and oil. This conclusion
holds whether we consider deaths or injuries.

Nuclear power and natural gas had the lowest overall risk of the ten tech-
nologies considered. Ocean thermal energy ranked third. The surprising result
is that the other seven technologies considered were found to be up to 100 times
less safe.

While a solar collector on the roof appears to be completely innocuous as
it silently absorbs sunlight, there is considerable risk inherent in the
industrial processes used to construct this device. Per unit of energy output,
the solar collector requires a significantly larger input of construction
material than conventional systems. Fabricating and installing the systems
also introduces risk.

The total risk is calculated by considering six components: material
acquisition and construction, emissions caused by material production, operation
and maintenance, energy back-up, energy storage, and transportation. In this
way the risk of widely different systems can be fairly assessed.

This methodology of "risk accounting" will not tell us which energy technology
to use. However, it can be anployed to inform society of the risk inherent in
competing energy systems.
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RISK OF ENEBSy PRODUCTION

Herbert Inhaber
Associate Scientific Adviser
Atomic Energy Control Board

P.O. Box 1046
Ottawa KIP 5S9

'To be useful, therefore, a technology
assessment must go far beyond conventional
engineering and cost studies to look at
what else nay happen in achieving an
iimtediate goal, to the total range of
social costs ..." (1)

1. INTRODUCTION

"There is no free lunch." This restatement of the second law of thermo-
dynamics applies to all forms of human activity. In particular, for each type
of energy production, there is a risk - defined here as accidents and disease
resulting in injury or death. This risk is part of the social costs of
energy production, which include air and water pollution, land abuse, depletion
of resources, and other factors.

None of the above is remarkable. There have been many studies on comparative
risk of so-called conventional energy sources, such as coal, oil, nuclear and
natural gas. However, in the past few years there has been a tremendous upsurge
of interest in "non-conventional" or "renewable" energy sources, such as solar,
wind, geoth-aanal, ocean th rmal gradient and biomass. An indication of this
interest is shown by the seven and one-half pages of abstracts (approximately
700 in all) on solar energy alone in a recent annual cumulation of energy
abstracts (2). Non-conventional sources - defined as those which are not now
producing large amounts of energy in Canada - are frequently characterized as
"benign" or "soft" (3) (128). The unstated implication is that they are risk-
free. The object of this paper is to evaluate and compare risk arising from
major existing or proposed energy sources, both conventional and non-conventional.
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This information will permit a better understanding and assessment of the
relative risks of energy systems. In effect, we are adding another assessment
tool to those we already have, such as economics or environmental assessments.

When we think about risk, we m ^ first conclude that risk is mostly due
to operation of an energy facility. (We will assume that sources, systems
and facilities are synonymous.) For example, we may consider risk of nuclear
accidents or risk to the health of the general public due to air pollution
fran coal-based electricity plants. However, to be complete we should
evaluate risk frcm the entire energy cycle, not merely the end the public
sees. This is what this paper attempts to do.

While risk to human health is an important consideration in evaluating
energy systems, it cannot be the only factor. Economics, resource depletion
and conservation all play large roles in discussions of energy. While these
and related factors are vital, we cannot deal with them here.

A. ENERGY USE IN CANADA •

This paper considers ten methods of generating electricity or energy.
Four are conventional sources: coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear. Six are
non-conventional. Of the six, threa either are or will be used in Canada, and
tliree others are probably more ?ijplicable to regions outside Canada.

Most of the energy systems considered in this report can be used to
generate electricity. Electricity is the form of energy with perhaps the
widest variety of end uses. However, we are not concerned here with end uses,
but energy production. As a result, all units of energy produced are deemed
equivalent.

j.n order to put r:sk due to electricity production into perspective, VK
should note present and projected energy usage in Canada. According to "An
Energy Strategy for Canada" (133) the percentage of all energy use in 1975 was:
electricity, 26.1%; coal, 8.8%; natural gas, 19.4%; and oil, 45.7%. A very
small amount of energy (of the order of a tenth of a percent) was contributed
by biomass in the form of heat from wood. The energy contributed by non-
conventional systems like solar and wind was negligible. Almost two-thirds of
the electricity produced was hydroelectricity.

By 1990, the proportion of all energy use is expected to be: electricity,
31.3 - 31.7%; coal, 8.6%; natural gas, 20.1 - 20.3%; and oil, 39.4 - 40.0%. Of
course, same of the electricity is produced from the other three sources. Non-
conventional technologies are expected to have only a minor impact on energy
supply, although this may change beyond 1990.
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The 1975 data for electricity production (134) showed the following
capacities, in liiousands of megawatts: hydroelectric, 36.8; nuclear, 2.66; and
others (coal, oil and natural gas), 20.08. By 1990, generating capacity in
thousands of megawatts is expected to be: hydroelectric, 66.2 - 72.5; nuclear,
22.2 - 29.5; and others, 36.8 - 49.8. Perhaps more important are the changes
expected to occur in generating capacity between 1975 and 1990. Using the
"high-growth" scenario, the capacity changes in thousands of megawatts, taking
into account replacement of present facilities, are expected to be: hydro-
electric, 35; nuclear, 27; and others, 29. In other words, the expected
additions to electricity capacity will be about equally divided among those
three major sources.

Non-conventional electricity sources are expected to be negligible in
1990. The situation may change after this date.

B. ORGANIZATION

In order to simplify the presentation as much as possible, the detailed
calculations for each energy system are shown in the appendices. The
methodology camion to each is outlined in the next section. Conclusions are
discussed in Section 4, although there are brief analyses of the results
within each appendix.

Among the appendices, the conventional technologies - coal, oil, natural
gas and nuclear* - are grouped at the beginning, and are followed by non-conven-
tional sources. There has already been considerable risk analysis done for
conventional energy sources, and so the appendix devoted to each of these is
relatively short. Because risk analysis of non-conventional technologies is
new, the appendices on these systems are detailed, with assumptions spelled
out.

At least three of the non-conventional technologies analyzed - ocean
thermal, solar thermal electric and solar photovoltaic - will not be used in Canada
for the foreseeable future, primarily because of climate. Since the analyses
for the non-conventional systems are all tied together mathematically, the three
are included here. It was felt that their inclusion would be of interest to
some readers.

In order to emphasize those non-conventional systems which are more
appropriate to Canadian conditions, the three sources mentioned above are
separated graphically from the others in the concluding diagrams. In this way,
the reader can concentrate, if so desired, on those energy sources deemed to
be applicable to Canada.

* Because of data availability, data on nuclear power generally refers to
light-water reactors, rather than the Canadian CANDU system. Details are given
in Appendix D.
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C. CATASTROPHIC AND MON-CATAffERQPHIC RISK

Public attention to risk of energy systems often concentrates on
catastrophes, past or potential, as opposed to the routine, day-to-day risk
incurred in the factory or generating station. Radioactive releases from
nuclear reactors, oil or gas pipeline failures, hydroelectric dam bursts -
these are what capture headlines. We naturally notice one event that kills
100 people more than 100 events that each kill one person.

Catastrophes do take place. The actual or estimated risk to the public
of dam failures and accidents at reactors, while very low, can never be zero.

' However, as shown below, the largest proportion of risk to human health fran
all the energy systems considered is either from industrial and occupational
risk or pollution effects. While death due to an industrial accident or
respiratory ailment is indeed a catastrophe to the individual involved, it
does not have the same impact on the public as if hundreds were stricken.

Not all of the energy systems considered are subject to catastrophes. The
non-conventional systens, while they can have substantial overall risk, generally
do not have those which affect large numbers of the public. On the other hand,
conventional systems like oil and natural gas do have pipeline or tanker
explosions, nuclear reactors can also have severe accidents, and hydro dams
can fail with large loss of life.

In the calculation of overall risk, we must add that resulting from
catastrophes to that of a non-catastrophic origin. In one sense, we are then
adding apples to oranges. In another sense, we are adding the same thing, since
the cost to society, as measured by the number of deaths, is the same. The
appendices indicate risk of both catastrophic and non-catastrophic sources, so
the two may be segregated if desired.

D. OCWVENTIONflL AND ICT-<X>NVEM10NRL ENERGY SOURCES

Non-conventional energy sources are far from risk-free. However, this
does not necessarily imply they should not be used. Even the most ardent
advocates of conventional technologies, such as coal or nuclear, recognize and
indeed emphasize that non-conventional technologies, such as solar or wind, will
be increasingly used in the future. The questions about this latter group have
traditionally been: when, how much, and at what economic cost? This paper
proposes an additional question: at what risk?

As a society, we want all forms of energy production to be as risk-free as
possible. Considerable work has gone into reducing risk from conventional
sources. There has been ccnnparatively little thought given to reducing risk
from non-conventional sources, primarily because it was thought to be zero
or negligible. A fundamental purpose of this paper is to stimulate interest
in reducing accidents and disease from all energy systems, regardless of the
particular mix we use in the future.
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E. TIME PERIOD OF ASSUMPTIONS

An important assumption in the calculations is that present-day technology,
models and sy^ems, with their corresponding risk, are used. Generally speaking,
energy systems either in present use or likely to bs used in the near future
were analyzed. We are, in essence, comparing more established technologies
with less established ones, an unavoidable requirement. However, it will be
seen below that the length of time an energy system has existed does not
necessarily bear a relationship to its degree of risk.

Reliance on present-day technology avoids assuming that the future will take
any particular course. For example, risk for some conventional energy sources
is to a larçe degree dependent on the effects of the pollution they release.
Standards of allowable pollution may be made more stringent in the future,
lowering this risk. Breakthroughs nay be made in wind or solar technology,
reducing the amount of steel, glass and other materials required. Since risk is
partly dependent on the materials used, it may be diminished. For this paper, we
will use only those standards, material requirements and other specifications in
present use. We will not assume breakthroughs for sane technologies and not for
others, as has sometimes been done in other energy analyses.

F. EFFICIENCIES AND LOAD FACTORS

Making comparisons between energy systems involves knowledge of their
relative efficiencies. About 40% of the energy produced at a thermal power
station (such as a coal-burning plant) is delivered to the consumer as usable
power. Almost all of the power generated by solar electricity plants would be
deliverable to the consumer, not counting transmission losses. On the other
hand, only about one-tenth of the energy contained in methanol produced frctn
wood is usable power. Subsequent calculations will take these various
efficiencies into account.

Knowledge of the load factor of an energy system also plays an important
part in determining its risk. Every energy system has a "design capacity",
or maximum ability to deliver energy. Due to factors like maintenance,
accidents, testing, or lack of sunlight and wind the actual energy delivered
may not equal the energy expected. The ratio of the actual to the expected
may be roughly defined as the load factor. This factor is vital in determining
the material requirements of a system. For each system, the assumed load
factor is noted.

G. CENTRALIZATION OF ENERGY SOURCES

Among energy experts, there has been considerable discussion in the last
few years of the relative advantages of centralization and decentralization of
energy sources. Some commentators, such as Levins (3), have suggested inherent
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positive features of decentralized systems like solar space heating. These
features were claimed to include lower cost, greater reliability, and less
dependence on political and economic authority.

This paper does not address these questions. However, the analyses in
the appendices show that low risk is not inherent in decentralized systems.
Highly centralized systems such as natural gas and nuclear have lovrer risk
by far than decentralized systems like solar space heating. While decentralized
systems nay offer political and economic benefits, an inherently low degree
of risk to human health is not one of their advantages.

H. UNITS

There are many units used in energy calculations. For consistency, energy
units in this paper' are in terms of megawatt-years over the lifetime of the
system. To save space, this is occasionally referred to as "unit energy".

As an example of the meaning of this term, suppose we have an energy system
which produces 1000 megawatts of powsr over the course of a year. Let the
lifetime of the system be 30 years. By "lifetime", we mean the length of time,
on the average, that the system lasts before replacement is necessary. The
total energy produced over the system's lifetime is then 30,000 megawatt-years.
If the number of deaths from all sources from this system is R, the risk
averaged over the system's lifetime is then R/30,000 deaths per megawatt-year.

By way of illustration of the energy units used, "An Energy Strategy for
Canada" (125) notes that 262,000 megawatt-years (7867 trillion British Thermal
Units) of all forms of energy ware used in Canada in 1975. This includes
residential, industrial, transportation and other end-uses. Assuming a popu-
lation of about 22 million, this is a use of about 0.012 megawatt-year per
Canadian. Put another way, one megawatt-year will supply all the annual
energy requirements for 84 Canadians. For perspective, one megawatt-year
is the equivalent of 10,000 100-watt light bulbs burning for a year.

I. OBJECTIVES

The Atomic Energy Control Board has undertaken this study for tro main
reasons. First, a quantitative study of this nature had not previously been
attempted, and second, there have been many conflicting claims about the safety
of nuclear energy relative to other systems. It is hoped that the results of
the study will make a contribution to the information pool available in the
discussion of energy alternatives.

Furthermore, from the regulatory standpoint, the relative risk data should
add a new dimension to the consideration of safety in nuclear energy generating
systems. The AECB does not promote the use of nuclear energy. Its function
is to ensure that nuclear facilities are safely constructed and operated. The
AECB must, therefore, be in a position to regulate and control nuclear energy
on the basis of both absolute and relative risk evaluations.
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This study was done now because the Board has, within its mandate,
developed an interest in social questions related to nuclear energy. As part
of this concern, it is developing methodologies for risk evaluation of nuclear
energy with respect to other energy systems. This paper is a study of one
particular methodology.

"Risk evaluation" may be approximately defined as that which considers
physical and biological risk. "Risk assessment" considers both these and
social, psychological, aesthetic and related risk as well. Eventually we
will be able to develop risk assessment in addition to risk evaluation.
Energy decision-making must take both into account.

While every effort has been made to use the most reliable and accurate
data available, the exploratory nature of this work precludes perfection.
The opinions expressed are those of the author, and not necessarily those of
the Atomic Energy Control Board.
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2. METHODOLOGY

Risk evaluation, the methodology used in this paper, is similar in many
ways to energy accounting. In the latter method, all the energy requirements
of a systen are summed, instead of their costs. In risk evaluation, all of
the risk of accidents, disease and death incurred in producing a unit of
energy are added together. We can then compare the risk from various forms
of energy production to see which has the lowest value.

This section provides a brief description of risk evaluation. A more
extended discussion is given elsewhere (4).

A. OQMPONEMTS OF RISK

Any form of evaluation must include all of the itans under consideration.
While it cannot be proved that all sources of risk have been accounted for, the
seven major ways shown in Figure 1 probably comprise almost all the risk in
energy production. These seven are: material and fuel production, component
fabrication, plant construction, operation and maintenance, public health,
transportation and waste disposition.

To illustrate the reasoning used, consider two technologies: solar space
heating and coal-fired electricity plants. In terms of raw material and fuel
production, solar requires the mining of copper for tubing, while the coal-fired
plant requires the mining of coal as fuel, iron ore for building turbines, and
so on. While some energy technologies do not require fuel in the ordinary sense,
all need raw materials. Each type of raw material production incurs risk.

The components are then fabricated: copper tubing, steam turbines, cooling
towers and all other parts of each system. This produces further risk.

Most raw materials must be moved to an appropriate destination for fabri-
cation into components. The components are then moved to the building site
where they are assembled into a power plant. Maintenance also requires
transportation for replacement of components. Since transportation plays such
a significant part, it is shown as interacting with four aspects: raw materials,
component fabrication, plant construction, and operation and maintenance.

After materials have been transported, the energy plants are then constructed,
incurring further risk. Seme systems may be highly centralized, and others
decentralized, as in certain solar technologies.

Operation and maintenance of a systan are often overlooked in risk analysis.
It will be shown later that this can be a significant fraction of overall risk.

Public health risk is produced by same energy systems. Coal and oil
generate air pollution, and nuclear power produces radioactive effluents both
in normal operation and if a catastrophic accident should occur. Although it
will be shown that the best available estimates of the last-named risk indicate
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that it is probably very low, sane people are more concerned about this kind
of risk than any other type. This clanger can be put into context by considering
its relationship to the overall risk of many energy systems.

Finally, there is risk inherent in waste disposition. Most public
attention to this aspect has focussed on nuclear wastes, although there have
been disasters associated with coal wastes in the United Kingdom. Wastes -
carcinogenic, mutagenic or otherwise harmful - must be managed in all energy
sytems.

B. RISK CALCULATION - RflW MATERIALS, COMPONEMTS AND CONSTRUCTION

Much of the detailed risk calculations in this paper is centered on three
of the items of Figure 1: material and fuel production, component fabrication,
and plant construction. While the other four items are also important, the
rijk attributable to them is estimated by different and less complicated methods.

For the three sources, the calculation proceeds as follows. The amount of
materials required to produce a component is determined. The number of man-hours*
required to produce this material is then found. If construction, as opposed
to material acquisition, is being considered, then the time required to install
or build a component is estimated.

For each type of industrial activity, labor statistics are available which
show the number of deaths, injuries or tune lost due to disease per million
hours worked. Fran an occupational standpoint, sane industries, such as coal
mining or logging, are much more dangerous than others. The number of man-
hours required per operation is then multiplied by the deaths, accidents or
disease per man-hour to produce the occupational risks.

As an example, suppose mining X tons of coal required Y man-hours. If the
nixnbar of man-days lost per hour of work is z, then the number of man-days lost
per ton of coal is YZ/X. We find the risk associated with each part of the
system in the same way, and add them to determine the total.

We need at least four sets of data for these calculations:

(a) Industrial production statistics, so estimates can be made of the
times required per unit of production;

(b) Rates of industrial illnesses, accidents and deaths;
(c) Times required for construction; and
(d) Raw material requirements for1 industrial processes.

Since much of this data is summarized elsewhere (16), we shall not present
complete sets of the four data types here. Brief examples of the first three
are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

* Both men and women produce the materials required for and incur the risks
produced by energy systems. For simplicity, we shall use the terms man-hours and
man-days, although they should, strictly speaking, be person-hours and person-
days.
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Table 1 shows the relationship between production, in metric tons, and
average manpower for a few industries. From data of this type we can determine
the number of man-hours required per metric ton.

TABLE 1

Production Per Unit Time

Production, 1973,
millions of metric
tons (a)

120 (b)

77 (c)

68 (d)

in Selected

Manpower

603,000

32,600

15,000

Industries

Man-hours per
metric ton (e)

10

0.84

0.44

Steel

Cement

Iron Ore

Notes:

(a) U.S. statistics.
(b) Fran Ref. 17, p. 716.
(c) Fran Ref. 18, p. 690.
(d) From Ref. 18, p. 694.
(e) 2000 man-hours are assumed to equal one man-year.

Table 2 shows some occupational health and safety statistics for certain
industries. Trades like coal mining and roofing and sheet metal have substantial
risk. How can this table be used? Consider making one ton of steel. If we
know the materials required, such as iron ore and coal, the times to produce
them, taken frcm Table 1, we can use Table 2 to calculate the total deaths and
man-days lost through accident and illness. This illness is occupational,
not ordinary disease.

The above procedure applies only to material and equipment acquisition.
To calculate construction and installation risk, we use Table 3, which lists
the man-hours required per metric ton of construction materials.
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Industry

Hard Coal
Mining (d)

Roofing &
Sheet Metal

M=tal Mining (d)

Fabricated
Metal Products

Flat Glass (c)

TABLE 2

Selected Occupational Health and
Safety Statistics, per 100 employees (15) (e)

Deaths
(b)

0.120

0.056

0.01

0.009

0.007

Man-days lost,
occupational
illness

5.2

2.4

2.0

2.7

1.7

Man-days lost,
accidents

199.8

172.3

75.1

89.3

62.0

Man-days
lost, total
(a)

204.0

174.7

77.1

92

63.7

Notes:

(a) This total does not include allocations for deaths.
(b) Limited data was available on death rates. To estimate them, the

following ratios of deaths to total man-days were used: mining, 0.00059;
contract construction, 0.00032; manufacturing, 0.00011 (60).

(c) Statistics generally based on the stone, clay and glass products industry.
(d) Ratio of accident and illness determined from cement industry.
(e) Data available in Canada is presently not so finely subdivided. As a

result. United States data was used. However, a consideration of
industrial practices in the two countries indicates that the accident
rates were probably not substantially different.
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TABLE 3

Man-Hours Required per Metric Ton
of Material in Construction (19)

Man-hours/Metric ton

Structural 162

Pipes 1175

Majo*" Equipment 114

Concrete 0.33

The analysis is shown graphically in Figures 2 and 3. The former figure
shows how risk is calculated as a function of unit weights in material
acquisition, and the latter figure shows how it is calculated for unit
times in construction.

The final materials required for system construction often require inter-
mediate and raw materials. For example, steel requires iron ore, coal and
other basic materials. For this case, we have assumed that 1.67 kg of iron
ore and 1.5 kg of coal are required to produce 1 kg of steel (20). This is
a broad simplification. Since the same assumption is made for each of the
energy systems, all are treated on an equal basis. Reference 16 lists other
assumptions, and each appendix in this paper notes the premises used in its
calculations.

To summarize the methodology, the number of man-hours needed to produce
both the basic materials and to construct the energy facilities are calculated
from Tables 1 and 3. These values are then multiplied by the rates of Table
2, yielding fatalities, accidents and illnesses.

C. RISK CALCUIATIOSI - TRANSPORTATION, OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE, PUBLIC HEALTH, AND WASTE DISPOSITION

Because of the widely varying nature of the four categories in the sub-
title, and their differences frcm material acquisition, their risk was
estimated differently. The principles of this estimation are contained in
this sub-section; details are given in appropriate appendices.

For transportation, estimates were available for risk incurred for
conventional energy systems, such as coal. This risk could be transformed
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Figure 2. Risk from Material Acquisition. Each of the raw materials which
go into an energy system has an associated calculable risk. The risk depends
on the accident, illness and death rate per unit weight produced in the
appropriate industry. The dashes indicate that other materials are used.
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Figure 3. Risk from Construction. Each of the labor trades which are used in
the construction of an energy system has an associated calculable risk. The
dashes indicate that other trades are used.
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into risk per unit weight of material transported. From Table A-2, total
coal transportation deaths, both occupational and public, range between 0.0024
and 0.0069; injuries between 0.029 and 0.064; and total nan-days lost
between 15 and 47, for each megawatt-year net output. The weight of
construction materials from Table A-l is 11.2 metric tons per unit energy.
The weight of coal transported is 3500 metric tons per unit energy, for a
total of 3511 metric tons. The transportation risk for other systems is
assumed to be proportional to the coal risk per unit weight.

For example, if a system has a total weight half that of coal, the
transportation man-days lost is between 7.5 and 23.5. This implies that,
on average, materials for all energy systems are transported about the same
distance to their destination. This is not always true, and research is
proceeding to determine how these distances vary. The mode of transport -
rail, truck, water or other - also affects the risk.

Operation and maintenance risk has been previously estimated for the
conventional technologies (7) and for certain non-conventional systems like
solar thermal electricity. Other systens had their maintenance requironents
estimated in analogy to those already well-known. These requirements were of
the form "M man-hours required per year". This time was then assigned to the
appropriate trade or industrial activity, and the risk calculated from
occupational statistics.

Public health risk fell into two categories. The first, and by far the
largest, is risk due to air pollution, ffeny air pollutants can damage human
health. Because the statistical relationship between health and the concen-
tration of only oxides of sulfur in air is well understood, this is the sole
pollutant considered in this paper. This group of pollutants is produced
from coal and oil burning, and so these two technologies have a public health
risk. However, non-conventional technologies often require coal and oil to
produce their fabric d̂ materials. For example, solar photovoltaic systems
require steel, which in turn requires coal. As a consequence, non-conventional
systems, as well as conventional ones, often have public health risk.

A second aspect of public health risk lies in potential catastrophic
accidents. Nuclear power is generally acknowledged to have this potential;
oil fires and natural gas explosions have occurred. Hydroelectric power can
have catastrophic public risks due to dam failure. The subject is discussed
more fully in Section 1-C (dealing with catastrophes) and Appendix D (dealing
with nuclear power).

Risk of waste disposition has been calculated for nuclear power. These
wastes are defined as excluding those of air pollution from coal, oil and gas.
Other energy sources were assumed to have little or no risk frcm this source.

D. TYPES OF RISK

On the basis of the two previous sub-sections, there are clearly many
sources and types of risk. For scene systems, like coal, much of the occupational
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risk is produced from coal mining (operation and maintenance), and comparatively
little from construction. For systems like solar space heating, much of the
risk is from construction, and none from fuel gathering. The appendices detail
the magnitude of each source and type of risk. Figure 7, to be discussed later,
outlines the major types of risk for each energy system.

For clarity, the risk data is divided into occupational and public risk.
Occupational risk can be defined as that which is produced on the job. Public
risk is incurred by people living close to the site of an energy system.

E. LIFETIMES

No energy system lasts forever. Parts wear out, and eventually the entire
system must be replaced. Since we are concerned with risk per unit energy over
a system's span of production, its lifetime is an important value. For most of
the systems considered in this paper, a lifetime of 30 years was assuned. Excep-
tions are noted in the appendices. As noted in sub-section 1-H, dealing with
units, the value assigned to lifetimes plays a key part in calculations.

Since some non-conventional systems discussed here are not in widespread
use, their lifetimes are not accurately known. It is implicitly assumed they will
be built with the same durability as systems with which wa are more familiar.

F. COMBINING DEATHS, ACCIDENTS AHD DISEASE

How can we compare or combine deaths and less severe health problems, such
as accidents and disease-related disabilities? While the impact of death on an
individual is absolute, fatalities have different consequences for each group in
society. The premature death, by a month, of a 90 year-old person will have less
impact on society than that of a 20 year-old just starting a productive career.
While there is no simple method for assessing the impact of a death, at least
three studies have equated it to 6000 man-days lost (14) (31) (136). This is
the equivalent of about 24 working years at 250 days per year, or 16.5 calendar
years, an approximation to the time lost due to occupational deaths. This simpli-
fying assumption will be used in this paper to compare deaths with accidents and
disease.

As an example of calculations, consider the upper left-hand corner of
Table A-2. The accidental death rate for occupational risk is 0.0007 to
0.00150. Multiplied by 6000, this produces between 4.2 and 9 man-days lost.
The injury rate is between 0.04 and 0.07. An estimate .of the average number
of days lost per injury is 93 (31), so the man-days lost due to injurier is
between 3.7 and 6.5. The total man-days lost is then between 7.9 and 15.5.

The age at death fran chronic ailments (disease) is probably higher than that
caused by industrial accidents. While this will influence the total nuriber of
man-days lost per death, its effect could not be calculated from the available data.
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The number of man-days lost per disability or disease can vary, depending
on how the disabling occurs. In the appendices, published data is used wherever
possible. Notations are made to the appropriate tables to indicate the values
employed and their source.

G. NON-CTNVENTIONftL ENERGY SYSTEMS

Generally speaking, the risk from non-conventional systems was calculated
in the same way as for conventional systems. Because the former group is built
and operated differently fran the latter group, the risk components were re-
arranged to bring out the differences more clearly. However, the basis of the
methodology is the same for all systems.

There are at least six readily identifiable risk components for non-
conventional systems. First, there is the risk incurred in material acquisition
for, and the fabrication and construction of the energy-capturing equipment,
such as solar panels and windmills. The appendices show that non-conventional
systems have greater material requirements per unit energy output than
conventional systems, at least in their present stage of development.

Second, operation and maintenance produces risk, just as in conventional
systems. Some non-conventional systems require considerable maintenance.

Third, emissions produced in the course of acquiring construction materials
will incur public health risk. Because it was so small for conventional energy
sources, this type of risk was generally ignored for these systems. Consider
the steel used in building a coal-fired plant. Coal was probably used in
smelting the steel, producing a public health risk. Par more coal is used to
generate electricity for 30 years than to smelt steel. However, the public
health risk in producing materials may be large for non-conventional systems.
The category can be called "pre-emission" risk, since the risk occurs before
the energy system goes into operation, rather than after.

The fourth and fifth components of risk are those due to energy storage
and back-up. Because of the importance of these concepts, they are discussed
separately in the next sub-section.

Sixth, the materials required must be moved to their destination. This
produces transportation risk.

This listing by no means exhausts all the possibilities of risk in non-
conventional technologies. Others, such as those listed in Reference 73, are
generally unquantified, and probably insignificant. They are not considered
here.

Figure 4 shows the six categories of risk schematically. The importance
of each category will depend on the system being considered.
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Computations of risk from non-oonventional sources, as shown in Appendices
E through J, are more detailed than those for conventional sources, for two
reasons. First, the calculations concern components like storage and back-up
which do not play a large part in conventional systems. Second, many of the
computations have not been done elsewhere.

H. STORAGE AND BACK-UP

All energy systems have storage systems. Sane are less obvious than others.
A slight increase in water level behind hydroelectric dams, the small volume
required for storage of fuel bundles in nuclear power - neither are noticeable,
Piles of coal or oil tanks are more cannon in public experience.

Regardless of their degree of visibility, storage for conventional energy
systems have one factor in common. The amount of risk involved in constructing,
fabricating, installing and operating them is generally small. However, sane
non-conventional energy sources, such as solar and wind, require comparatively
large storage systems for the times when their energy source is unavailable.
The sun doesn't always shine and the wind doesn't always blow, but the consumer
always wants reliable heat and power. We have to take the construction and
operation of these storage systems into account when computing risk. In
equalizing energy systems with this method, we are following the philosophy
of Lovins (5) :

"...compare the total cost (capital and life-cycle)
of the solar system with the total cost of the
other complete systems that would otherwise have
to be used in the long run..."

Only by considering storage and back-up can we ensure that the Lovins
philosophy is carried out.

Storage can be in the form of rocks, liquid, pumped air or other systems.
The appendices detail the particular mode assumed for each system. Some non-
conventional sources require additional "back-up" energy in the form of
conventional energy, such as coal, oil and nuclear. Not all non-conventional
technologies require this back-up capacity. Ocean thermal and methanol will
probably dispense with back-up energy.

What is the relationship between the amounts of storage and back-up
required? If the reliability aimed for in conventional electrical distribution
systems (usually one hour of power loss in a year) is taken as a guide, the
amount of energy storage required to meet this guideline will be huge. To
keep the storage system to a reasonable size, back-up capacity is employed.
Some combination of storage and back-up is the optimum in terms of minimum
energy use consistent with meeting reliability guidelines. Appendix E, part
v, discusses this in detail.
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The type of back-up used will influence the risk. What energy source
should be used? Herrera (64) says:

"It is unlikely that a nuclear plant will be used
for a solar plant back-up since a nuclear plant is
unsuitable for this use. It is more likely that oil
or gas would be used for peaking back-up. These
fuels will tend to be unavailable toward the end of
the century. Therefore, the extra back-up margin
is based on using coal in a manner similar to the
reference coal plant."

A schematic diagram of how energy is transferred into and out of a system
by storage is shown in Figure 5. By judicious use of storage and back-up,
material requirements for a non-conventional system can be reduced.

I. DATA LIMITATIONS

While seme data used in this paper is known to a high degree of certainty,
other information is not. This is especially true for non-conventional tech-
nologies, where the lack of operating system experience means that many quantities
are only estimates. In each of the appendices, only what seemed to be the most
reasonable values were used. To aid the reader in evaluation, other estimates
and sources of data are noted. As we learn more about non-conventional
systems, it is likely that sane of the figures in this paper will have to be
altered.

Because some data is not known to great precision, many entries in the
appendix tables are given as a range of values rather than one number. For
example, a risk may be calculated to be 10 man-days to within a factor of
2. The range for this quantity is then 5 - 2 0 units. In spite of the ranges
which can occur in data, conclusions can usually be drawn as to which energy
system has the highest risk.

Occupational statistics, as in Table 2, refer to average values, not the
best or worst. It clearly would be inaccurate to compare the best of sane
industries to the worst of others. The incidence of fatal accidents in coal
mining, or any other industry, can vary widely between the best and worst
companies in the sample (126).
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3. OTHER ENERGY SYSTEMS

In the past few years, many new forms of non-conventional energy technologies
have been proposed. In addition, old ideas have been resurrected. Sate of those
receiving the most publicity have been tidal power, wave power, burning farm
wastes, harvesting and burning ocean plants, and beaming solar energy to earth
from satellites.

We have not dealt with these and other systems for several reasons. First,
plans for some of these systems are nebulous. Where they are more definite,
estimates of the materials and labor required are often non-existent. Second,
six non-conventional technologies have been considered here. It is shown that
the risk from these technologies is hardly negligible. As soon as clearer
estimates of requirements of other systems become available, it would be use-
ful to apply the present methodology to them.

There have been many approximations made in the course of this paper, and
further research will allow us to refine them. For example, we have been assuming
a simple two-stage process for steel production, in which iron ore and coal
produced steel. A more sophisticated model (120) shows that to produce one
kilogram of steel requires 12 gm of ferroalloys, 40 cubic metres of oxygen,
393 gm of scrap iron, 34 gm of mill cinder, 556 gm of coking coal, 896 gm of iron
ore, 69 gm of dolanite, 182 gm of limestone, and 4 gm of fluorspar. Similarly, the
simple model of aluminum requires only bauxite. A kilogram of aluminum produced
in Canada (121) requires up to 10 gm of calcium fluoride, 100-200 gm of pitch,
430-600 gm of carbon, 80-150 gm of soda ash, 100-120 gm of lime, 10-70 gm of
fluorspar, 20 gm of cryolite, 10-30 gm of aluminum fluoride, 1.91 kg of alumina
or 3.8-6.0 kg of bauxite, and the equivalent of 14 kilowatt-hours of energy.
This energy, primarily hydroelectric in countries like Canada or Norway, itself
produces risk. Since we have considered hydroelectricity only generally in
Appendix K, we do not know the exact extent of this risk. The calculated results
will probably not change to a significant extent if these more elaborate models
are used. The calculation of the man-hours required to produce these varied
products and the resultant risk using such sophisticated models go well beyond
the scope of this paper.
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4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The tables in the appendices contain much information. In order to
simplify the results, they are presented in the following set of graphs and
tables.

A. SUWRISr OF MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

A number of assumptions had to be made to produce equitable treatment
for all technologies. Most have already been discussed throughout this paper,
but those which may require further emphasis are now listed.

First, much of the data applies to conditions in the United States,
although in most cases Canadian conditions probably are similar. For example,
requirements for producing one kilogram of steel or maintaining a solar thermal
receiver are probably about the same throughout most of the Western world.

Second, no attempt has been made to ensure that enough land, trees, steel
or other resources are available to support large use of a particular technology.
For example, widespread use of methanol (wood alcohol) may require cutting down
most of the forests in Canada. The amount of glass required for solar central
receiver stations could be as much as 260% of present United States annual glass
production (69). As noted in the discussion of Table G-l, the steel required
for 1000 megawatts of solar space heating would form a substantial fraction of
the total produced each year in Canada. Such information must be taken into
account in planning an overall energy strategy. This paper only considers the
risk per unit energy, so we ignore these problems.

Third, we have generally not discussed environmental and ecological factors
or disturbances other than those which directly cause risk to humans. Many of
the environmental hazards of non-conventional technologies, such as air and
water pollution, are mentioned in Reference 73. Those for conventional systems
have been detailed in many sources. When the relationship of these factors to
risk is better known, they should be included in an analysis such as this.

Fourth, most of the technologies have relatively small distances between
where energy is produced and where it is consumed. As a result, risk incurred
in producing, fabricating and installing transmission lines has generally
been neglected. However, for certain systems this risk can be substantial.
Hydroelectric transmission lines can stretch up to hundreds of miles, as in the
cases of the Nelson River in Manitoba and the James Bay project in Quebec. Ocean
thermal trananission lines probably will extend as far, if not further, so these
may increase the overall risk from that technology by a significant factor.

Fifth, no attempt has been made to specify what the back-up systems for
non-conventional technologies will be in the future. These produce a signifi-
cant part of overall risk for sate of these technologies. As mentioned before,
Herrera specified coal as the back-up for solar central receiver and photo-
voltaic systems. If nuclear power becomes more common, it may be possible to
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use this source for at least some back-up capacity. Since nuclear has lower
risk than coal, this would reduce the risk of sane non-conventional technologies.

Sixth, it should be stated again that we have assumed conditions for each
system as they existed at the time of writing. It may be that advancing tech-
nology and improved safety procedures may decrease the risk for sctne systems,
but it is by no means certain that the relative size of the risk in the following
graphs will change.

Seventh, we have not attempted to produce "scenarios" for future energy use
in Canada. Nobody now knows precisely how much non-conventional energy will be
used in the near and distant future, although there have been sane predictions
made for conventional sources. The precise mix used by Canadians in the future
will depend on such factors as resource availability, cost and other factors in
addition to the risk estimates presented in this paper.

Finally, we have not attempted what could be called a parametric study of
the relationship of material use to risk. For example, substitution of
plastics for steel in the construction of storage tanks for solar space
heating might reduce public risk fran emissions of steel making. On the
other hand, occupational risk from the chemical industry might increase.
Whether the overall risk would rise or fall would not be known until detailed
analysis was undertaken. A future task could be to calculate the effect of
sane of these substitutions.

B. SUMMARY OF MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

The amount of materials used per unit energy output is a significant
factor in computing the risk of each technology. In addition, construction
times also play a key part. Although these quantities are noted in the
appendices, it is of interest to summarize them here.

While the weights of material are important, the incidence of death,
disease or accident is not necessarily proportional to than. By reference to
Table E-2, for example, we see that the risk in man-days lost from producing
39 metric tons of steel is 12 times higher than that incurred from mining
63 metric tons of iron ore. Nonetheless, the portrayal of the weights and
times will give a feel for the quantities involved. Results are shown in
Table 4. The four conventional technologies all have low material use and
construction times. This is borne out in their small rate of occupational risk.

The material use and construction times of non-conventional technologies
vary widely. Windpower, which enploys large amounts of steel, has the highest
material utilization. Its total weight of materials is twice that of any other
non-conventional technology.

Methanol has the highest construction time, if both logging and plant
building are included in this category. The time is about 60% greater than
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•mBLE 4

Qiergy
System

Coal

Oil

Natural Gas

Nuclear

Solar Space
Heating

Wind

Methanol

Solar
Thermal (b)

Solar
Photovoltaic

Ocean Thermal

Sunmary of Material Acquisition

Materials
(metric tons per megawatt-year
over system life)

Steel

4.3
(a)

3.2
(a)

1.5

2.3
(a)

185

635

26.7
(a) (h)

39

41.2

20.7

Concrete

6.8

3.1

2.4

12.7

15

25.8
(h)

174

133

120

and Construction

net output

Aluminum Glass Copper ïbtal

8.0 30.8

95
(j)

2.2 6.3

124 18.4

0.8

11

6.

3,

15.

5.3 236
(d)

16 856
(e)

52.

222

335
(o)

0.9 144
(f)

.1

.3

.9

.0

5

Data

Construction
Time (man-hours
per megawatt-
year over system
life)

505

415

302

633

12400

16000

54600
(i)

10960

33700

13400
(g)

Notes:

(a) Includes all metals.
(b) Not including 7 kilograms of silver.
(c) Including 18.4 metric tons of silicon semi-conductors.
(d) Including 6.9 metric tons of fiberglass insulation.
(e) Including 95 metric tons of fiberglass insulation.
(f) Including 1.1 metric tons of ammonia.
(g) Maximum of range.
(h) Obtained by multiplying oil data by suitable factor. See text for

discussion.
(i) Includes both plant operation and logging. îhe latter constitutes

about 49000 man-hours.
(j) Fiberglass and plastics.
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that of the next highest systan, solar photovoltaic. The high value is mostly
due to harvesting of trees. Because trees are an even more diffuse collector
of sunlight than mechanical systans, this result is to be expected.

The high occupational risk of non-conventional systans is due primarily
to the large amount of materials per unit energy output required in their
construction. In turn, production of these materials requi-. • s comparatively
long construction times, further increasing the risk.

While the construction time of an energy source is related to the amount
of materials used, the relationship is not always proportional. Figure 6 shows
this clearly. Wind power has the greatest material requirements per unit
energy, but solar photovoltaic has the highest construction time. As can be
seen from Table 4, both material and construction requirements are generally
higher for non-conventional as compared to conventional systems.

The data on solar space heating deserves further discussion. As
mentioned in the Introduction, we are not primarily concerned with end uses
in this paper. However, the end use for space heating is much more limited
than that of electricity. We can use the latter form to heat houses, produce
light, generate mechanical motion and form electronic signals. Solar space
heating energy performs only the first of these tasks. While all energy uses
the same units, this limitation must be kept in mind in proposing new energy
systans.

As mentioned in Section 1-B, some non-conventional technologies considered
in this paper will probably be of limited applicability to Canada in the fore-
seeable future. Because these technologies - solar thermal, solar photovoltaic
and ocean thermal - have received considerable publicity in the last few years,
and because the risk calculations of technologies more related to Canadian
conditions are tied in mathanatically with those less related, the technologies
not relevant to Canada are also presented in Figure 6. To indicate their
difference, they are separated frcm the others with a dotted line.

Figure 6 indicates that, without exception, conventional energy sources
have lower material and construction requiranents than do non-conventional
sources. In seme cases, the difference can be well over 100 times.

In proposing energy systans, we may have the aim of minimizing risk or
maximizing conservation. It will be seen below that low risk is generally
associated with low material requirements, so that the two aims are mutually
compatible.

C. PROPORTIONS OF RISK

The final table in each appendix shows the source of each of the components
of risk. Conventional technologies generally have their risk categorized as
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gathering and handling of fuels, transportation, and electricity production.
Non-conventional technologies had six analogous categories. Figure 7 shows
the proportion of total risk in each category for each technology. For
simplicity, gathering and handling of fuels in conventional systems was
equated with material acquisition and construction for non-conventional
systems. The two concepts are similar, since they both refer to activities
which must be performed before the first energy is generated. In addition,
electricity production for conventional systems was equated with operation and
maintenance for non-conventional systems, since in many ways the sources of
risk are similar.

The maximum risk, as measured in man-days lost, was used as the base of
the calculations shown in Figure 7. In effect, these maxima are normalized.
As an example, Table A-2 indicates a total of 2085 man-days lost per unit
energy for coal-fired electricity. Of this, 1921 man-days (92%) is due to
electricity production (primarily air pollution), 47 man-days (2.3%) is due
to transportation, and 121 man-days (5.8%) is due to gathering and handling
fuels (primarily mining). The data refers to total risk, which includes both
public and occupational sources. Graphs similar to Figure 7 may be drawn for
the minimum of the risk range, number of deaths, and so on.

As shown in Figures 9-14, the man-days lost for each energy system varies
strongly. This should be kept in mind as Figure 7 is evaluated.

Figure 7 shows the proportions of risk vary strongly with energy systems.
Natural gas, for example, incurs most of its risk in gathering and handling
fuels. This system is followed closely in its proportion of risk from this
source by nuclear and ocean thermal. Economists would say that this shows
that these systems are capital-intensive, although there is not usually a
direct connection between capital and risk to human health.

As mentioned above, coal and oil have very little of their risk in
gathering and handling fuels. Most of their risk is incurred in electricity
production, and is a consequence of air pollution.

Wind, solar thermal and solar photovoltaic have much of their risk
produced by the back-up they require. Ocean thermal has the highest proportion
in material acquisition of all the non-conventional systems.

The two systems with the largest proportion of risk due to transportation
are solar space heating and ocean thermal. For other technologies, this source
produces comparatively little effect.

Only nuclear powsr has calculated risk due to waste management, constituting
about 6% of the total. As noted in Appendix A, coal also has waste management
risk, due to slag and fly ash, but these are not included in the computations due
to lack of quantitative data.
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Figure 7. Proportions of Risk by Souros. Ihe sources of risk vary considerably
from one energy system to the next. Coal and oil have most of their risk due
to electricity production (air pollution), whereas natural gas, nuclear and
ocean thermal have most of their risk from fuel or material acquisition. Wind,
solar thermal and solar photovoltaic have a large risk proportion frcm energy
back-up. The total risk of each system has been normalized in order to show
the differences clearly. See text for details of calculations.
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Each type of technology shown in Figure 7 is built and operated in a
different way, so it is logical that each should have its own proportion of
risk. The two pairs of technologies with the most similar risk structure are
coal and oil (due to air pollution via electricity production) and solar thermal
and photovoltaic (due to energy back-up). Most of the other systems are quite
dissimilar.

D. NUCLEAR RISK

Because of the widespread interest in nuclear power, it is useful to
consider its risk in more detail than those of some other systems. This data
is shown in Figure 8. The total number of man-days lost is about 10. Of
these, about 85% are due to occupational hazards of accident and disease. Only
about 15% are incurred by the public, primarily through disease.

The bar on the extreme right-hand side should be commented upon, since it
represents the estimate of risk produced by catastrophic accident in reactors.
While not zero, it is low. The number of estimated man-days lost would have
to increase by a factor of about 2000, 1300 arri 70 to equal the total man-days
lost for such technologies as coal, oil and solar space heating, respectively.

E. CONCLUSIONS

The most important conclusion to be drawn from this paper is that the risk
frcm non-conventional energy sources can be as high as, or even higher than,
that of conventional sources. In particular, it tends to be considerably
higher than that of nuclear power, the newest of the conventional sources.
The ratio is, in some cases, as high as 10 and 100.

Let us now consider the summarizing figures. The data can be divided into
(a) occupational risk, borne by those who construct, fabricate and maintain the
energy sources, and (b) danger to members of the public. The total risk of a
systan is then the sum of the occupational and public risk.

Figure 9 shows the occupational deaths (times 1000) per unit energy averaged
over the lifetime of each systan, which for most systems is assumed to be 30
years. The "lifetime" concept is used to average the initial construction risk,
which can be quite large in comparison to operation and maintenance risk. One
should be aware that the logarithmic scale used masks large differences.

In Figure 9 and the following five graphs, the top of each column represents
the maximum risk, and the dotted line the minimum. For some technologies, the
spread can be large. As in Figure 6, the dotted line between the seventh and
eighth column indicates that those to the right are less likely to be used in
Canada.
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Figure 8. Nuclear Risk in Man-Days Lost per Magawatt-year. the source of each
component of nuclear risk i s shown here. Most of the risk i s occupational,
as compared to public, and i s due to gathering and handling fuels. About 1.4
man-days i s due to disease produced by possible accidents at reactors. The
overall risk of nuclear power i s second lowest of the ten technologies
considered.
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Figure 9. Occupational Deaths, times 1000, per tfegawatt-year, as a Function
of Ehergy System. The values refer to one megawatt, net output, over the
life of the system. For example, coal would have a maximum of 10/10*000 =
0.010 deaths per megawatt output per year over the 30-year system life.
The top of the bars indicates the upper end of the range of values; the dotted
lines within the bars, the lower. Where no dotted line is shown, the upper
and lower ends of the range are similar. Those bars to the right of the
vertical dotted lines indicate values for technologies less applicable to
Canada. This scheme of notation will be followed in the next five figures.
Mast of the non-conventional technologies have higher values than the
conventional systems.
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Figure 9 shows that the maximum number of occupational deaths results fran
methanol, followed by windpower. Two other non-conventional technologies,
solar thermal and photovoltaic, follow. The lowest is natural gas, followed
by nuclear. For most of the non-conventional systems, the cause of large risk
values is high material acquisition and construction risk.

Figure 10 shows that the total occupational man-days lost per unit energy
is similar to the numbers in the previous graph. Deaths are incorporated in
the total at 6000 per fatality. The non-conventional technologies still have
the highest values, with natural gas and nuclear lowest.

Figures 11 and 12, which show risk to the public, are considerably different
from the preceding two. Two of the conventional technologies, coal and oil,
lead the list for both deaths and man-days lost, due to emissions produced by
burning fuel. However, sane non-conventional technologies, such as wind, also
have relatively high public risk. This might seem to be impossible, since they
are supposedly "benign". The public risk of these technologies derives to a
large extent from emissions as well, although not frcm air pollutants generated
from operation. As far as is known, solar and wind systems are pollution-free
during normal operation. However, great quantities of materials go into pro-
ducing non-conventional systems, including steel, and coal is used in making
most steel. Coal is the source of most of the sulfur dioxide produced
industrially, and it is this air pollutant which is believed to cause much of
the damage to health. In effect, the emissions traceable to non-conventional
technologies can be called "pre-emissions", and those of coal and oil "post-
emissions". To summarize, public risk from non-conventional systems is due
to conventional sources.

Figures 11 and 12 show that natural gas and methanol have the lowest public
risk of the group, followed by ocean thermal and nuclear. For the last-named,
both the risk of waste management and possible reactor catastrophes were included.

Figures 13 and 14 present the total risk for both occupational and public
categories. Because public deaths are higher than occupational deaths for
most of the systems, they dominate. These last two graphs show that the risk
from four of the six non-conventional technologies is comparable to that
fran coal and oil. Only ocean thermal has risk substantially lower than
the others. However, its risk is about 2 to 3 times as high as that from
nuclear power, and 5 to 7 times that of natural gas.

As mentioned in the Introduction, hydroelectric power accounts for a
large proportion of the electricity now being generated in Canada. While this
proportion will probably decrease in coming years, it likely will still con-
stitute about half of all electrical generating capacity by the turn of the
century.
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Figure 10. Occupational Man-Days Lost per Megawatt-year Net Output over
Lifetime of System (see explanation in caption to Figure 9). As in the
previous graph, these values refer to the risk incurred in particular
activities related to gathering and handling fuels, acquiring material and
equipment, and operation and maintenance of power plants. Risk incurred by
the public is not included. For calculational purposes, each death is
counted as 6000 man-days lost. Methanol has by far the greatest values, a
factor of about 3 greater than windpower.
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Figure 11. Public Deaths, times 1000, per Megawatt-year, as a Function of
Energy System (see explanation in caption to Figure 9). Much of this risk
is produced by emissions created after fuel is gathered (for the case of
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relatively high values of the latter group in comparison with coal and oil.
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Figure 13. Total Deaths, times 1000, per Megawatt-year as a Function of
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Figure 14. Total Man-days lost per Megawatt-year Met Output over Lifetime of
System (see explanation in caption to Figure 9). This graph is similar to
Figure 13. There are sane differences between the two graphs, as for example
in the relation between the lower limits for coal and oil. In general, however,
we see that most non-conventional technologies have high risk, corparable
to ooal and oil. Natural gas has the lowest values, followed closely by
nuclear.
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What is the risk of hydroelectric power? Appendix K notes that it has
proved difficult to amass all the statistics which would allow a complete
answer to this question. However, some information is available. We can
divide the risk of hydroeiectricity into two parts: that arising from
catastrophic dam failures, and that frcm ordinary sources. Of the energy
systems considered in this report, only hydroeiectricity and nuclear have
had detailed study of catastrophic risk.

We find that hydroelectric risk in terms of occupational man-days lost
per unit energy is slightly higher than that of ocean thermal, ranking it
fifth lowest in this category. Because of the relatively large risk from
dam failures, its public risk is sixth lowest of the eleven systems. Hydro-
eiectricity ranks fourth lowest in terms of total man-days lost, behind natural
gas, nuclear and ocean thermal. (The ranking for total risk is lower than
that of its occupational and public risk because of the widely differing
values for these components among the various energy systems). The public
risk in man-days lost from hydroelectric dam failures is estimated to be
between 7 and 37 times that of potential nuclear accidents. Bars for hydro-
eiectricity are not shown here because of the approximate nature of the
calculations.

Total risk is put into a somewhat different perspective in Figure 15.
Each slice represents the maximum number of man-days lost for each type of
energy for one magawatt-year averaged over a system's lifetime. In effect,
this transforms the logarithmic scale of Figure 14 into a linear one. We see
that coal and oil each produce about one-quarter of all the risk, followed
by methanol. The other non-conventional technologies also contribute sub-
stantial shares. Only natural gas, nuclear and ocean thermal contribute very
small proportions of the total risk.

In the interpretation of this figure it should be noted that it does not
represent any estimate or projection of present or future energy use in Canada.
The circle is only a recharting of the maximum values of Figure 14, assuming
equal energy contributions from each technology. For example, suppose systems
A, B and C produce 100, 40 and 60 man-days lost, respectively, for the same
energy production. Their percentage of the total number of man-days lost is
then 50, 20 and 30, respectively.

Figure 16 shows the same results as Figure 15, except that the three
technologies less applicable to Canada have been eliminated. Only solar space
heating, nuclear and natural gas have low proportions of risk. However, the
first-named has over ten times the risk of the last two.

The field of risk accounting is only beginning now. It is fully realized
that the risks of energy generation form just one part of the selection criteria
used to judge which system is best for a particular situation. However, without
a knowledge of oonparative risk we cannot make a fully-informed judgement.
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Figure 15. Proportion of Total Risk for Ten Conventional and Non-Conventional
Energy Sources"! Each source is assumed to generate the same unit energy. The
width of each slice represents the total number of man-days lost. The size of
the slices for natural gas, nuclear, ocean thermal and solar space heating
have been exaggerated for graphical clarity. Data is obtained fran the maximum
of Figure 14.
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Figure 16. Proportion of Total Risk for Seven Energy Sources Appropriate to
Canadian Conditions. The data of Figure 15, excluding the risk of solar
photovoltaic, solar thermal and ocean thermal, is used to calculate the
proportions. The size of the slices for natural gas, nuclear and solar space
heating have been exaggerated for graphical clarity. Again, coal and oil
have the highest values, with natural gas and nuclear the lowest.
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APPINDIX A

COM,

There are many ways of generating electricity using coal. Smith et al̂
(135) list 21, both present and potential. To keep the calculations within
bounds, only one of those using present-day technology was chosen for
consideration: the conventional coal-fired steam-cycle plant (8). In this
system, combustion of coal in a boiler produces steam at 540 C (1100 F). The
steam is partially expanded through a turbine, driving an electric generator.
The thermal efficiency of this plant is about 37%, although this can vary
slightly.

Table A-l (9) shows the labor and material requirements per megawatt-year
net electrical output. Other assumptions and references are listed in the foot-
notes. The values used will depend to some extent on the type of coal used,
and the precise way it is processed and transported. To keep Table A-l as
close as possible to the organization of the original, a somewhat different
scheme from that of Figure 1 is used.

The results indicate that, as expected, operations in the gathering and
handling of fuels constitute about 80% of all labor. That is, most of the
effort is expended in coal mining, one of the more dangerous industrial occupa-
tions (15).

For simplicity/ the materials required were divided into metals and concrete,
even though a wide range of other materials are used in practice. Most of the
risk will cone from the production and fabrication of these two categories of
materials.

Results of risk calculations are shown in Table A-2 (22). Occupational
risk is derived mainly fran construction and coal mining, and public risk is
derived primarily from air pollution. For some of the cases, better data
was available, and was substituted for the original. These are indicated in
the footnotes. Generally speaking, as many data points were adjusted down
as were adjusted up.

Many spaces in Table A-2 are blank, indicating little or no risk fran
sane aspects of coal use. For example, there is no accidental risk to the
public from gathering and handling fuels.

The largest number of deaths occur in the public as opposed to the occupa-
tional sector. Because deaths have such a high weighting in the calculations,
this ratio is also reflected in man-days lost.

To put the results into perspective, consider results for a 1000 megawatt
(rated) coal-fired generating plant. This size is typical of modern systems.
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TABLE A-l

Coal-Fired Electrical Production System Materials
and Labor (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (38)

Gathering & Transpor- Electricity Total
Handling Fuel tation (g) Production (f)
(a)

Labor (man-hours)
Construction (b)
Engineering 7.2 2.6
Administration 7.0 2.7
Unskilled Labor 2.9 5.4
Skilled Labor 32.5 15.9
Total 49.6 26.5

Operation & Maintenance 1669 (c) 92.1 (d)

Materials (metric tons)
Construction-metals (b)
Structural 0.49 0.029
Pipes 0.16
Major equipment 0.66 0.87
Other equipment — 0.058
Total 1.31. 0.95

Construction-concrete (b) — —
Operation & Maintenance — — — (h)

Notes:

(a) Coal is assumed to be fran Northern Appalachia; Canadian conditions are
probably similar. Mine life is assumed to be 20 years.

(b) Fran Ref. 10.
(c) From Refs. 11 and 12, assuming 1.03 million metric ton/yr/mine.
(d) Fran Ref. 13.
(e) Fran Ref. 14.
(f) Management of final wastes is included in corresponding power plant

quantities.
(g) Assuming that all coal is shipped by rail. Train lifetime is assumed to

be 30 years.
(h) Scrubbing requirement is deleted frcm original document, for reasons

described in text. Ref. 21, Section 6.3.1.3, indicates that it would
change material results by only about 4%.

40.5
35.0
52.2
301
429
407 (e)

0.74
0.09
0.88
0.36
2.08
6.82

50
45
61
349
505

2170

1.26
0.26
2.41
0.42
4.34
6.82
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Coal-Fired Electrical Production System Risk
(per megavatt-year net electrical output) (22)

Gathering &
Handling Fuels (j)

Transportation Electricity
Production

Total

Occupational

Accidental

Death (h)

Injury (i)

Man-days lost

Disease

Death (h)

Disability (k)

Man-days lost

0.7 - 1.5 x 10"3 (a)

0.04 - 0.07 (e)

8-16

0 - 3.5 x 10 3 (b)

«-45.5 - 8.2 x 10

0.03 - 21

(f)

1.6 - 5.0 x 10

1.3 - 4.8 x 10'

10 - 35

"3

"2

1.3 - 9.0 x 10

1.6 - 8.5 x 10

0,16 - 0.97

"5

~3

"32.3 - 6.6 x 10

0.056 - 0.083

18 - 52

0 - 3.5 x 10"3

5.5 - 8.2 x 10"4

0.03 - 21

0.8 - 1.9 x Kf3 (O

1.6 x 10

5 - 11.6

"3
0.8 - 1.9 x 10

1.6 x 10~3

5 - 11.6

"3



Disease

Death (h)

Gathering &
Handling Fuels (j)

Transportation

1.4 - 14 x 10
(b) Cm)

,-3

Disability (1)

Man-days lost 8.4 - 84

Electricity
Production

0.1 - 140 x 10

(d) (g)

1 - 216 (g)

7 - 1920 (g)

-3

iDtal

0.002 - 0.15

1 - 216

15 - 2000

Notes:

(a) In original table, only underground coal mining was considered. To take account of the fact that
strip mining is also used to gather coal, the data of Ccmar and Sagan (23) was used to calculate
accidental death rates for gathering and handling fuels. Death rates from strip mining are considerably
lower. Ref. 23 showed rates of a lOOOHVWte) station operation for one year, To convert this to
rates per electrical megawatt-year, the data of Kef. 23 ware divided by 700, the factor of 0.7
being the load factor (24). This factor is defined as the actual power produced per year divided
by the potential power. Unless otherwise specified, this load factor will be assumed to be 0.7 for
all systems discussed. The range in this data is the minimum and maximum from Refs. 14 and 25 - 28.

(b) Fran Ref. 26.
(c) Fran Refs. 14, 25, 26 and 28.
(d) Fran Refs. 26 and 28.
(e) Allowance was made for varying types of coal, as noted in footnote (a). Fran Refs. 14 and 25 - 27.
(f) Assumes that (i) present dust levels are enforced, (ii) there are 11,600 - 12,500 BTU per 1b of

coal, (iii) 10 - 14 metric tons per day are produced by a miner, and (iv) the dose-response curve
is as described in Ref. 29.

(g) Oxides of sulfur only, from Ref. 30. Other pollutants have an effect, but are not included, for
simplicity.

(h) 6000 man-days lost per death, fran Ref. 31.
(i) 93 man-days lost per injury, from Ref. 31.
(j) Only 2/3 of coal is processed, fran Ref. 26, 27 and 31.
(k) Implies 55 man-days lost per disability.
(1) Implies 5 man-days lost per disability.
(m) Ref. 131 states: "Biis wide range reflects the variations in plant location and uncertainties in

dose-response relations for health effects of sulfur-related pollutants. In the course of new
plants meeting new source standards for sulfur emission by burning low-sulfur coal, the estimated
range would be (a factor of four lower). " As noted in the Introduction, we are concerned here only
with conditions for energy production as they presently exist, not as they might be in the future.
The data used does not preclude future improvements.
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For a load factor of 0.7, there are between 0.5 and 3.5 occupational deaths per
year in gathering and handling fuels, 1.2 to 3.5 deaths in transportation, anà
less than 0.1 deaths in electricity production. In terms of impact on the
public, there will be between 1 and 10 deaths from gathering and handling
fuels, 0.6 to 1.3 deaths in transportation, and between 0.07 and 100 deaths
from emissions due to electricity production. The range for this last category
is large, with a factor of over 1000 between the lowest and highest estimates.
The highest value probably applies to areas of high population density.
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APPENDIX B

OIL

While it is unlikely that oil will be used as extensively in the next few
decades as it has been in the recent past, its risk should be calculated.
The model plant we consider is similar to the coal-fired one, but there is
virtually no ash produced. However, the oil fuel cycle is quite different
from that of coal.

Oil may be transported to a refinery either by pipeline or tanker. At
the refinery, crude oil is transformed into a number of petroleum products.
The residual fuel oil fraction is then usually transported to the power plant
by pipeline. The materials used to construct pipelines are included in the
calculations.

The thermal efficiency of an oil-fired plant is 37 - 39% (32). As in the
case of coal, we assume that the plant meets present-day air quality standards,
i.e., that there is no special scrubbing system installed.

The materials and labor required per megawatt-year net output given in
Table B-l show that requirements for oil are considerably lower than for coal.
Operation and maintenance man-hours for oil are about one-third that of coal.
Metal requirements for construction are about three-quarters, and concrete
requirements are about one-half.

These lower requirements are reflected in the lower incidence of risk,
as shown in Table B-2. There is little or no risk from occupational diseases
or public accidents. However, Smith et al (37) note that there could be tanker
explosions killing betwsen 100 and 1000 people (34, 40-42). In addition, there
is no calculated public disease risk from gathering and handling fuels.

Occupational accidental risk in oil use is much less than that for
coal. Man-days lost range between 2 and 18 for oil, and 18 and 46 for coal.

The main areas of similarity lie in public risk of disease, where the
electricity production components are almost the same. As a result, the
overall man-days lost frcm oil-fired plants are almost the same as those of
coal. i
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TABLE B-l

Residual Fuel
Materials and Tabor

Labor (man-hours)
Construction (d)
Engineering
Administration
Unskilled Labor
Skilled Labor
Total

Oil-Fired Electrical Production System
(per megawatt-year net electrical output)

Gathering &
Handling
Fuel (a)

15.0
10.4
23.4
113
161

Operation & Maintenance (e) 449

Materials (metric tons)
Construction-metals (d)

Structural
Pipes
Major equipment
Other equipment
Total

Construction-concrete (d)

0.58
0.64
0.30
0.05
1.57
0.78

Transpor-
tation (b)

0.43
0.20
1.35
1.41
3.39
52

0.019
0.18
0.007
0.006
0.22
0.009

Electricity
Production
(c)

28
28
28
167
250
226

0.58
0.093
0.56
0.21
1.44
2.42

(33)

Total

43
38
53
281
415
727

1.18
0.92
0.86
0.27
3.23
3.11

Notes:

(a) Gathering of fuels consists of offshore oil extraction and transport by oil
pipeline. Offshore was chosen because much of Canada's future oil will come
from this source. Computations involving oil sands technology would be
different. The length of the pipeline will affect both labor and materials.
Its length is unspecified in Ref. 33. The off-shore facilities were assumed
to have a 20 year lifetime. The refinery was assumed to have a 30 year
lifetime. For purposes of calculation, the refinery was treated as if its
entire output was residual fuel oil.

(b) Pipeline assumed to have a 30 year lifetime.
(c) Power plant lifetime assumed to be 30 years.
(d) From Ref. 10. Ref. 33 lists labor and materials requirements for importing

oil from the Middle East.
(e) Frcm Refs. 31, 34 and 35. Operation and maintenance labor requirements are

about 200 man-hours for supertanker transport, from Ref. 36.
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Oil-Fired Electrical Production System Risk (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (37)

Gathering & Transportation Electricity Total

Handling Fuels (g) Production

Occupational

Accidental

Death (e) 0.14 - 1.7 x 10"3 (a) 0.4 - 1.4 x 10~4 (b) 1.3 - 5.0 x lo"5 1.9 - 19 x lo"4

Injury (d) 1.5 - 12 x 10~2 (a) 1.6 - 13 x 10"3 (b) 0.9 - 2 x 10~3 (a) 1.8 - 14 x lo"3

Man-days lost 1.6 - 16 0.32 - 1.5 0.13 - 0.4 2 - 18

Disease

Death — — —

Disability — — — —

Man-days lost — — — —

Public

Accidental

Death — — —

Injury — — — —

Man-days lost — — —



Gathering &
Handling Fuels (g)

Transportation

Disease (h)

Death (e)

Disability (f)

Man-days lost

Electricity
Production

1.4 - 140 x 10
(c)

0.2 - 216

9 - 1920

-3

Total

1.4 - 140 x 10

0.2 - 216

9 - 1920

-3

Notes:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)

14 and 25 - 27.
14 and 25 - 26.

This is an average, since in Ref. 37 the implied loss

Fran Refs. 12,
From Refs. 12,
Fran Ref. 26.
Implies loss of 55 man-days per injury.
varies from 31 to 80 days.
Loss of 6000 man-days per death.
Implies average disability of five man-days.
Death, injury and man-days loss rates for foreign production and tanker import are about 25
times those in the original table; from Refs. 12, 14 and 31.
Oxides of sulfur only. See also Ref. 39.

I
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APPENDIX C

NATURAL GAS

Because Smith et al (7) do not have a risk model for natural gas in the
same way that they do for coal, oil and nuclear power, an indirect method was
used in risk computation. It is expected that this set of estimates will not
differ greatly frctn that of a more direct method. As mentioned in the Intro-
duction, risk is due to using natural gas to generate electricity, not due to
space heating use in the home.

To determine the materials and labor required per megawatt-year net out-
put, the gasification (130) and residual fuel oil (33) data from Smith et al
was amalgamated. Comar and Sagan (23) indicate that natural gas has low over-
all risk compared to other conventional sources. In consequence, the lower of
the two possible values for each category of material or labor was generally
chosen. Results are shown in Table 0-1.

Most of the labor goes into operation and maintenance, constituting about
75% of the total number of man-hours. About 1.5 metric tons of metals are used
per unit energy, and about 2.4 metric tons of concrete. Almost all the concrete
is used in electricity production.

Producing electricity from natural gas also incurs risk. This risk was
combined using two sources. The information of Comar and Sagan (23) was used
in compiling Table C-2. All of the risk mentioned in Reference 23 was occupational,
as opposed to public.

The probable widespread use of liquefied natural gas shipped to North
America by tanker will create the possibility of public risk. It is difficult
to estimate its potential magnitude without further experience, but the maximum
number of deaths is probably no less than that for oil tanker explosions. The
latter events have been estimated to have maximum values of between 100 and 1000
deaths. (See Appendix B).

While the use of natural gas to produce electricity may generate air
pollutants, sulfur dioxide is not generally among them. (This statement is,
strictly speaking, true only for so-called "sweet" gas. "Sour" gas has
considerable sulfur content, which must be removed before use.) Since we are
assuming only sulfur dioxide generates public health risk, then the risk to
the public from natural gas air pollution is negligible. If a stronger
relationship is found between pollutants other than sulfur dioxide and health,
the calculations will have to be altered.

The highest occupational risk of Table C-2 comes from gathering and
handling fuel. This category makes up between 55% - 85% of the total man-
days lost. Overall, the number of man-days lost is extremely low,
reinforcing the image of natural gas as a clean fuel. However, the risk
is not zero.



5.6 (b)
7.0
2.9
33
49

0.43
0.20
1.35
1.41
3.39

27
27
27

167
250

.8 (b)

.0

.9 (b)

33.
32.
32.

201
302

8
2
3
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TABLE C-l

Gas Electrical Production System Materials and
Labor (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (a)

Gathering & Transpor- Electricity Total
Handling Fuel tation Production

Labor (man-hours)
Construction

Engineering
Administration
Unskilled Labor
Skilled Labor
Total

Operation & Maintenance 449 (b) 52.3 226 (b) 727

Materials (metric tons)
Construction-metals

Structural
Pipes
Major equipment
Other equipment
Total

Construction-concrete 0 0.009 2.42 (b) 2.43

Notes:

(a) Because data on natural gas was not available in the same forms as that
for coal, oil and nuclear power, modifications were made to data on
gasification from coal. Generally speaking, the lower values from
either residual fuel oil or gasification were used. The above values
may be considered as upper limits for natural gas (130).

(b) Residual fuel oil.

0.49
0.16
0.24 (b)
0
0.89

0.02
0.18
0.007
0.006
0.21

0.03
0.09 (b)
0.14
0.12
0.38

0.54
0.43
0.39
0.13
1.49



Occupational

Accidental

Death

Injury (c)

Man-days
lost

Disease
Death
Disability
Man-days lost

Public

Accidental
Death
Injury
Man-days lost

Disease
Death
Disability
Man-days lost

Gathering &
Handling Fuul

3.9 - 31 x 10
(a)

0.004 - 0.031
(a)

0.6 - 5.0

• —

—

—

TABLE C-2

Gas-Fired Electrical Production
(per megawatt-year net electrical

Transportation

~5 2.9 - 3.4 x 10~5

(b)

0.0017 - 0.0019
(d)

0.34 - 0.39

—

•

—

System Risk
output) (e)

Electricity
Production

1.4 - 5.3 x 10~5

(a)

0.9 - 2.1 x 10"3

(a)

0.17 - 0.52

—

—

—

Total

8 - 40 x 10~5

0.006 - 0.033

1.1 - 5.9

—

—

—
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APPENDIX D

NUCLEAR

There are many ways in which nuclear power can be generated. Smith et al
(7) count at least 16, and consider four in greater detail: the light-water
reactor with and without plutonium recycle, the liquid metal fast breeder
reactor, and the high temperature gas cooled reactor.

For the foreseeable future, light-water reactors with, or without plutonium
recycle will be used throughout much of the world. In Canada, heavy-water-
moderated reactors using natural uranium (the CANDU system) are the preferred
method. Since the type of analysis in terms of materials and construction used
in this paper is not readily available for the CANDU system, we can only consider
the light-water reactor. The amount of materials and labor involved in con-
struction is probably about the same for both systems. Since enrichment of
uranium is not required for the CANDU system, the data for gathering and
handling fuels can be viewed as an upper bound. The CANDU system will, however,
have additional risk due to heavy water production. An excellent energy accounting
of heavy water plants has been done by Winstanley and Enmett (129), but a risk
accounting is not now available.

An area in which there may be significant differences between CANDU and
light-water systems lies in risk from reactor accidents affecting the public.
The latter system has been studied in detail (44), but the former has not had
its risk evaluated in the same quantitative way. Although there are differences
between the two systems, and the Atomic Energy Control Board has a different
safety philosophy from that of regulatory bodies in the U.S., it is unlikely
that the risk will differ significantly in comparison with other technologies.

The light-water reactor system used in the present calculations has been
described (45). These reactors rely mainly on the isotope uraniun-235 for
their energy production. As used in a reactor, the uranium fuel is about
1/35 the weight of coal for an equivalent amount of output energy. Bcmbarded
by relatively slow moving neutrons, the uranium fissions (or splits), pro-
ducing the thermal energy which converts water to steam, in turn driving
electrical turbines.

Results of calculations are shown in Table D-l. Nuclear construction
man-hours are oanparable to those of coal and oil. The operation and main-
tenance values are considerably lower than coal, since a uranium miner mines
about ten times more energy per hour than a coal miner, even though the weight
of the coal is much greater (127). The man-hours required for both operation
and construction is about the same for oil and nuclear, and about half that of
coal.

Nuclear construction requires fewer metals than that for coal or oil,
primarily because less is used for gathering and handling fuels. However,



TABLE D-l

Light-Water Nuclear Electrical Production System Materials
and Labor (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (46)

Labor (man-hours)
Construction (e)

Engineering
Administration
Unskilled Labor
Skilled Labor
Total

Operation &
Maintenance (f)

Gathering &
Handling
Fuel (b)

2.7
1.2
3.6

13.8
21.3

205

Transpor-
tation (a)

Materials (metric tons)
Construction-metals (e)

Structural 0.039
Pipes 0.014
Major equipment 0.265
Other equipnent 0.077
•total 0.396

Construction-concrete (e) 0.333

Electricity
Production
(c)

65
96
86

357
604

250

Waste Total
Managenent
(d)

1.0
0.87
1.5
4.6
8.0

31

69
98
91
375
633

486

1.25
0.12
0.25
0.23
1.85
12.4

0.0008
0.001
0.006
0.0003
0.0008
0.007

1.29
0.14
0.52
0.30
2.25
12.7

IV}

Notes:

(a) Included in "Gathering & Handling Fuel".
(b) Includes mining and milling. A 20 year lifetime is assumed for these facilities. The data pertains

to light-water reactors which require enriched uranium, as opposed to CANDU reactors using natural
uranium. The enrichment through uranium hexafluoride comprises about 3% of the total labor, 18% of
the total metal used in construction, and 2.5% of the total concrete used in construction. As a
result, the occupational risk calculated in Table D-2 would be reduced by about 5 - 10% if the
CANDU system ware similar in every respect to the IJWR except for uranium enrichment. To this must
be added a risk from producing heavy water. Since a large part of the discussion of nuclear risk
centers on public as opposed to occupational risk, this slight variation in the latter risk will not
significantly affect our conclusions.



(c) Includes a natural draft evaportative cooling tower, and assoies a thermal efficiency of 32%,
about six-sevenths that of coal-fired plants.

(d) Includes spent fuel shipping. Smith et al (46) indicate that it also includes reprocessing.
Note (g) of Smith et al shows this is a correct assumption.

(e) See Ref. 10, as well as Refs. 49-52. Surface mining was assumed. If underground mining is
specified, the manpower requirements for gathering fuels is about twice that of surface mining.
The metals requirement is about seven times, and the concrete is about three times. The
underground construction manpower would then be about 8% of total manpower, the metals would
be about 5% of total metals, and the concrete about 0.5% of total concrete. We can conclude
that the type of mining does not change construction risk significantly.

(f) Fran Refs. 14 and 52.

a
i
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this is counteracted by the large amount of concrete used. This material
forms a large part cf the main reactor building.

Calculated risk for nuclear electricity generation from light-water reactors
is shown in Table D-2. As noted in Reference 123, the data is obtained fran a
source not well-known as a friend of nuclear power. An extra column has been
added to take account of waste management. Although it is not known exactly
what form or forms nuclear waste management will take in the future either in
Canada or elsewhere, estimates were made of risk incurred by this aspect.
Footnote (b) indicates that risk incurred in waste management constitutes
only between 7 and 27% of all man-days lost from nuclear generation. Even
if they are seriously miscalculated, they probably will not sharply change the
overall results.

Although the data is not shown in Table D-2, Smith et al (47) presented
results on the calculated genetic risk for each of the four stages considered.
In man-rem-equivalent per megawatt-year of electricity production, they are
more than 0.035 for gathering and handling fuels, between 0.0025 arri 0.042
for transportation, between 0.4 and 1.2 for electricity production, and
between 0.04 and 0.24 for waste management. In addition, Smith et al note
that there is a total of 0.21 kg of fissile material per megawatt-year of
electrical production, on average, in both storage and transit.

The unit "man-rem" is a measure of the number of people exposed to
radiation times the number of rems they receive. In turn, a "ran" is a
measure of a dose of ionizing radiation which takes into account biological
effects.

Where changes were made to the data of Table D-2 because more complete
information was available, these were generally in the direction of increasing
the risk. In effect, the higher values of either Ccmar and Sagan or Smith
et al were used. In particular, the Smith et al̂  estimate of public deaths
from both routine and catastrophic operation of nuclear reactors from electricity
production was multiplied by between 17 and 50 times to accord with the Ccmar
and Sagan data. Much of the data for the values of between 3 and 23 x 10~ is
based on the Rasmussen report (44).

Because of the controversy surrounding the risk from catastrophic nuclear
reactor accidents, seme discussion of it is in order. The average death rate
per reactor-year predicted by the Rasmussen report is 0.02 (132). If the
reactor produces 1000 megawatts with a load factor of 0.7, this corresponds
to 3 x 10 deaths per megawatt-year. This corresponds to the lower figure
in column 3, row 10 of Table D-2.

The value of 0.02 deaths is made up of three factors multiplied together:
the probability of meltdown (5 x 10 per reactor-year), the probability of
breach of containment, and the average nunber of cancer fatalities per event.
As an upper limit for the first factor, we note that there have been at least
2000 power reactor years in the Vfestern world withoi't a meltdown. We can
then say the probability of a meltdown is no more than 1/2000 = 0.0005 per
reactor year. This implies that, if the other factors are held constant, an



Occupational

Accidental

Death (i)

Injury (h)

Man-days lost

Disease (1)

Death (i)

Disability (k)

Man-days lost

Public

Accidental

Death (i)

Injury

Man-days lost

TABLE D-2

Light-Water Nuclear Electrical Production System Risk
(per megawatt-year net electrical output) (471 (123)

Gathering &
Handling Fuels

0.8 - 5.7 x 10~4

(a)

3.4 - 16 x 10~3

(f)

0.7 - 4.2

2.2 - 60 x 10"5

(cj

1.1 - 1.6 x 10"5

0.1 - 3.6

—

—

Transportation

2.7 - 12.0 x 10"6

6.0 - 20 x 10~5

(g)

1.9 - 8.2 x 10"2

0.3 - 40 x 10~7

0.6 - 80 x 10~7

0.2 - 25 x 10"3

1.2 x 10"5

1.1 x 10"4

(j)

8 x 10~2

Electricity
Production

1.3 - 1.7 x 10"5

1.7 x 10"3

0.16 - 0.19

3.4 x 10"5

(d)

6 - 22 x 10"5

0.22

—

—

Waste
Management (b)

2 x 10"7

1.2 x 10"4

4.9 x 10"3

7.4 x 10"5

(n)

1.5 x 10"4

0.46

—

—

Ttatal

1 - 6 x 10"4

5 - 18 x 10"3

0.9 - 4.4

1.3 - 7.2 x 10

2.2 - 3.9 x 10

0.8 - 4.3

1.2 x 10~5

1.1 x 10"4

8 x 10"2

,-4

,-4

o
Ul



Gathering & Transportation Electricity Waste ïbtal
Handling Fuels Production Management (b)

Disease

Death (i) — 2.2 x 10"7 3 - 23 x 10~5 8 - 19 x 10"7 3 - 23 x 10 5

(e) (m)

Disability (k) — 4.4 x 10" 7 7 - 260 x 10" 7 1.6 - 3.8 x 10" 6 2.8 - 30 x 10" 6

Man-days lost — 1.4 x 10" 3 18 - 138 x 10~ 2 5 - 12 x 10" 3 0.2 - 1.4

Notes:

(a) Fran Refs. 14 and 25 - 27.
(b) Waste management was not considered as a separate category by Ccmar and Sagan (23). Waste management risk o

forms only between 7% and 27% of the total raznber of man-days lost in the above table. ci
(c) Fran Refs. 14, 26, 43, and 48.
(d) Fran Ref. 48.
(e) Fran Refs. 14, 25 - 26, 43 and 48. Ohis alteration marks the greatest change in the original table. It

means an increase of between 17 and 50 times for the original values.
(f) Fran Refs. 14 and 25 - 27.
(g) Fran Refs. 14, 25 and 27.
(h) Implied 50 man-days lost per injury, on average.
(i) 6000 man-days lost per death.
(j) Implied 70 man-days lost per injury.
(k) Implied 100 man-tïays lost per disability.
(1) Risk of cancer is taken to be 2 x 10~ 4 cases per man-rem for •whole body exposure. Except for mining and

accidents, only whole body routine exposures are considered. Half of cancers are assumed fatal, except
for thyroid nodules, taken as 1% fatal. Fran Refs. 48 and 53 - 55.

(m) Reprocessing only - fran Ref. 56. No risk included fran long-term storage or disposal of nuclear wastes,
(n) Reprocessing only.
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upper limit to death is 10 x 0.02 per reactor year. In turn, this corresponds
to about 0.0003 per megawatt-year, only slightly above the value in the table.

The risk due to catastrophe is estimated to be extremely small in either
case. The maximum risk from this source, measured in man-days lost, would have
to increase by a factor of six to equal the risk from occupational losses. One
would generally expect the risk to the public to be much lowar than to workers.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the estimates of public risk due to
potential accidents in nuclear reactors and in other stages of the nuclear
cycle are only that - estimates. At present, there is not enough operating
experience with nuclear systems to confirm these values.
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APPENDIX E

SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC

Appendices E through J deal with "non-conventional" energy sources.
Less is known about them, in terms of risk, than more conventional sources.
These new sources may be generally characterized as relying on renewable energy,
such as that of the sun and wind. Most do not generate direct pollution, such
as that emitted from a smoke stack. However, these non-conventional sources
are not risk-free.

Six ways to generate electricity using solar power have been considered as
candidates for risk evaluation (6). Of these, only two were analysed in detail
in Reference 6. The first is the central receiver or thermal electric, and is
considered here. The second, photovoltaic, is discussed in the next appendix.

The central receiver, or "power tower" concept, is described fully elsewhere
(57 - 58). Briefly, a tall tower stands in the center of a large field of helio-
stats or mirrors. The mirrors are moved automatically as the sun crosses the sky,
to reflect light to the top of the tower. This tower holds a fluid which is
heated to steam, which then runs conventional electrical generating turbines.
The system is shown in Figure E-l.

i . MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

The materials required for construction of our standard model, a 1000
megawatt plant with a load factor of 0.7, are shown in Table E-l. We will
consider the materials used for back-up and storage later.

The next step is to find the quantities of basic materials required to
make the materials of Table E-l. Because silver plays a minor part in these
risk calculations, it will be disregarded. The following assumptions are
made: (a) 1.5 tons of coal are required for 1 ton of steel (16); (b) the
iron ore grade is 60% (20); (c) 4 tons of bauxite are required for 1 ton of
aluminum (20); and (d) sand is approximately the same density as concrete.
Using these assumptions, we must mine the following materials (in 100,000 metric
tons'»: 13.3 of iron ore containing 60% iron, 12.2 of coal, 1.82 of bauxite,
and 38 of sand to produce the quantities of Table E-l, assuming that the
"mechanical" category is primarily steel.

Table 2 shows that both death<arates and man-days lost can vary dramatically
from one industry to the next. Hard coal mining leads the list in both cate-
gories, but roofing and sheet metal work ranks second in man-days lost in the
16 industries considered by McReynolds (16). This fact has implications for a
number of technologies which require climbing, such as solar space heating and
windmills.



RECEIVER

TOWER

HELIOSTATS
(AT DIFFERENT

ANGLES)

y /

Figure E-l. Solar Central Keoeiver. Incident solar energy strikes the mirrors
around the central tower, the mirrors are automatically tilted- so they focus
on the tower. At its top is a cavity containing a fluid which is superheated
and drives a turbine (not shown).
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TABLE E-l

Materials Required for Central Receiver (16), in 10 5 Metric Tons (a)

Mechan- Alum- Silver Glass Concrete
ical inum

1.5 0.46 0.034 1.3 17

17

Receiver and
Generator 0.3 0.3 2

Heliostats

Tower and
Piping

Steel

5.0 (b)

1.1

6.4 1.8 0.46 0.034 1.3 36

Notes:

(a) The materials required will depend sanewhat on the systsn design.
For example, L.L. Vant-Hull, University of Houston (private ccrtmuni-
cation, July 22, 1977) estimates an additional requirement of 0.03 x
10 5 metric tons of copper, and 0.02 x 10 5 metric tons of polyurethane.
Another source (59) indicates a requirement of 38.2 x 10° cubic metres
(50 x 106 cubic yards) of concrete for a system producing 430 megawatts
electricity per year. Since a cubic yard of concrete is about 1.1
metric tons, this is the equivalent of 1280 x 10^ metric tons of
concrete, far greater than indicated above. Ref. 81 also lists
significant quantities of copper, plastic and insulation in addition
to the materials noted above.

(b) Original data was scaled to 1000 megawatts average power. Since all
other systems are considered as having a load factor of 0.7, original
data was multiplied by this number.
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We use the occupational and health data to determine the risk due to
material acquisition and construction. To put the data on the same footing as
that presented previously, we divide by the estimated lifetime of the central
receiver, 30 years. Results are shown in Table E-2.

The total number of deaths per unit energy is obout 0.0019, and the
man-days lost is about 18.9. Table E-2 shows that for solar thermal electric
material acquisition and construction alone, man-days lost and deaths are
higher than for the entire nuclear fuel cycle.

ii EMISSIONS

Because of the large amount of materials used in constructing solar thermal
electric plants, the emissions produced during their acquisition can have a
significant effect on public health. These impacts for conventional plants are
negligible because so much less material is involved (61).

The main impacts are due to aggravated heart and lung disease {accounting
for about half of the man-days lost), chronic respiratory disease, and asthma.
The health effects depend on whether the emissions occur in urban or rural
settings. Urban emissions have about three times the effect of rural emissions,
primarily because a greater population is affected.

Only the effect of oxides of sulfur was considered. The emissions
from the production of steel, aluminum, concrete, glass and mechanical parts
noted in Table E-l were calculated, and their health effects estimated.
The original data does not give the emissions per unit weight of each of the
construction materials. Because coal produces about 84% of the sulfur oxides
from fuels used in industry (96), we can assume that emissions effects are
proportional to the coal used. Reference 61 indicates that between 0.5 and
1.5 man-days per megawatt-year are lost due to these emissions. It is
presumed that this data takes account of premature deaths, although this is
not explicitly stated. The range indicates the variation between rural and
urban emissions.

The range of 0.5 to 1.5 man-days is considerably less than the range
of 7 to 1920 noted in Table A-2 for public risk due to emissions from coal
burning. Table A-2 refers to burning of coal for the production of electricity.
The quantity burned is both large and continuous over the lifetime of the
generating station, while the coal used to produce steel for the construction
stage of the solar thermal system is much less, and is burned only once.

iii OPERATION AND MMNTENAICE

The risk produced from operation and maintenance of a plant will depend
on the type of labor used. Reference 63 indicates that about 2.8 man-hours per
kilowatt of capacity is required. Allowing 2000 man-hours per man-year, this



Material & Equipment
Acquisition

Iron Ore Mining (e)
Bauxite Mining (e)
Sandstone
Hard Coal Mining (a)
Flat Glass
Cement
Steel
Fabricated Metal
Products

Aluminum

TABLE E-2

Material Acquisition and Construction Risk for Solar
Thermal

Materials

Plants (per megawatt-year net

Man-hours
(metric tons) per metric

63
87
180
56
6.3

174
39

8.3
2.2

ton

0.44
0.50
0.50
1.20
38
0.84
10

149
12.4

Man-hours
(c) (d)

27.7 )
44 )
90.0
67.2
239
146
390

1240
273

electrical output)

Man-days
lost.
accident

0.012

0.025
0.067
0.007
0.049
0.155

0.553
0.011

(16) (g)

Man-days
lost.
illness

0.0003

0.0006
0.0014
0.0001
0.0001
0.0039

0.0167
0.0003

Total 616 0.879 0.0234

Deaths
(x 103)

0.001

Man-days
lost, total
(f)

0.02

0.016
0.040
0.007
0.006
0.014

0.056
0.001

0.12
0.31
0.05
0.08
0.24

0.90
0.02

M
Ul

0.141 1.74

Construction (b)

Plunbing
Electrical
Roofing & Sheet Metal
Concrete
Miscellaneous
Contracting

5.0
8.7
25.3
173

8.3

1170
56
162

0.33

114

5850
490
4100
57.1

946

2.057
0.131
3.529
0.024

0.613

0.0702
0.0029
0.0509
0.0007

0.0083

0.673
0.043
0.860
0.010

0.196

6.16
0.39
8.74
0.08

1.80

Total 10960 6.35 0.133 1.78 17.2



Notes:

(a) If soft coal mining is specified instead of hard coal mining, results are modified somewhat. The man-days
lost due to accidents decrease by 6%, that due to illness by 4%, and deaths by 22%. This will affect
conclusions only slightly.

(b) The total weight of materials used in construction is not the same as in material acquisition, due to the
intermediate fabrication stages.

(c) One man-year is assumed to be 2000 man-hours.
(d) This column is the product of the previous two.
(e) Iron ore and bauxite mining combined into the category of metal mining for risk assessment.
(f) Death assumed to equal 6000 man-days lost.
(g) Original data was for a 1000 megawatt plant. Since a lifetime of 30 years was assumed, data was divided by

30,000.

Al
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is 1.4 man-years per megawatt of capacity. Assuming that the load factor is 0.7
and that there are no other losses, this translates to 2 man-years per megawatt-
year of net electrical output.

Herrera (63) indicates that supervisory personnel probably constitute
16% of this nunber, so that we can reduce the actual operating personnel to
about 1.7 per unit energy. Because most of the labor is consumed in cleaning
mirrors, we can assign this labor, for purposes of risk calculation, to the
roofing and sheet metal category (see Table 1). The result is 2.9 man-days
per unit energy lost due to accident, 0.04 due to illness, and 0.001 deaths.
Allowing the usual 6000 man-days lost per death, the result is a total of
9.0 man-days lost per unit energy. This is about half the man-days lost in
material acquisition and construction.

iv ENERGY BACK-UP

As mentioned in the Methodology, coal is used as a back-up. How much
will be needed? Manvi (65) says that with an annual load factor of 0.70, the
required back-up power is 0.32 of the solar plant rated power. That is, a 1000
MW(e) solar installation required 320 M7(e) coal capacity. However, the energy
required is less because the energy will depend on how often back-up is used.
The back-up energy is about 19% of the rated energy (65).

In order to calculate the extra risk due to back-up energy, we must add
0.19 of the total risk incurred by coal, as noted in Table A-l. Risk is from
construction, operation and to public health. To save space, we shall show
the calculations in Table E-5.

V ENERGY STORAGE

The amount and types of energy storage needed for solar plants are not
clear. The National Academy of Sciences (66) states in a section on solar
thermal electric stations:

"Base-load plants operating for as long as 7500
hours per year will require storage for 15 - 18
hours to supply power at standard reliability
criteria (a loss of load probability of 1 day
in 10 years)."

Because of the many types of storage, there is no simple way of calculating
risk due to these systems. Caputo (67) indicated that a system of 2.13 million
metric tons of rock and 0.29 million metric tons of heat transfer oil would provide
about 6 hours of storage capacity at 70% rated power fear a 1000-f*?(e) solar
plant. However, it is unclear exactly how to convert this into risk data.

An indirect approach can be taken. Table l(a) of Reference 16 indicates
the risk due to an average production of 1000 Mtf(e), without storage. Reference
68 shows the same risk, but modified in two respects: it applies to a load factor
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of 0.54, and has 6 hours storage. If we multiply Table l(a) of Reference 16 by
0.54 and subtract it fran the table of Reference 68, we obtain the risk incurred
to produce 6 hours' worth of storage. Results for this and 16.5 hours, the
average recorrmended by Reference 66, are shown in Table E-3.

At first glance the total man-days lost for storage systems, between 9.2
and 16.3, might appear scmewhat high in comparison to that lost in construction
of the main collector system, 18.9 days. However, there are a number of reasons
why cccnputed values are probably correct. First, the ratio of man-days lost
in material acquisition as compared to construction is about the same for the
main system and the storage system. Second, the ratio of material weight of the
6-hour storage system to the main system was about 0.36 (69), and if we convert
this to a 16.5 hour storage system, the weight ratio is then close to 1 (0.36 x
16.5/6). This means that the storage system, consisting of rocks and oil, weighs
as much as the collector or main system, consisting of steel, concrete, glass and
so on. While the level of risk per unit weight will clearly depend on the type
of material, it is reasonable to expect that the risk incurred in building the
main system and the storage system will be of the same order. This is borne out
by the above calculations.

vi TRANSPORTATION

We assume, as mentioned in the Methodology, that the materials used in
construction travel about the same distance as those used in the coal fuel cycle.
As well, we assume that the risk they produce is proportional on a weight basis.

What is the weight of material transported for solar thermal electric?
Table E-2 shows that the construction material weighs 616 metric tons per unit
energy. We have already noted that the back-up energy required is 19% of the
rated solar energy. This implies that 0.19 x 3500 = 665 metric tons of coal
are transported to a coal plant. We will disregard the small transportation
risk incurred in building the coal plant. Finally, the last part showed that
the weight of the storage system is close to that of the main system, or 616
metric tons per unit energy.

Summing these three weights, we must transport 616 + 665 + 616 = 1877
metric tons per unit energy, 0.54 of the weight transported for the coal system.
We multiply the coal transportation risk by this factor. This yields deaths
between 0.0013 and 0.0037, injuries between 0.016 and 0.035; and total man-days
lost between 8.1 and 25.4.

vii OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The location of the proposed solar plant will govern how much solar energy
is received. For example, we would probably need a much bigger collector area
for a plant located in the Canadian North as compared to one i.i the Sahara Desert.

Caputo (71) indicates that the proposed plant would be located in the United
States Southwest, around California or Arizona. What is the relationship of this
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TftHLE E-3

Risk fran Storage for Solar
Thermal Electric System (16) (66) (68)

Material Acquisition Construction

6 Hours

Man-days lost,
accident

Man-days lost,
illness

Deaths (b)

2t>tal man-days
lost

500 - 2800

0 - 200

0.33 - 0.35

2480 - 5100

1.7 - 6.7 x 10^

690 - 1560

8.4 (d)

68100 - 119000

16.5 Hours (a)

Man-days lost,
accident

Man-days lost,
illness

Deaths (b)

Total man-days
lost

1375

0

0.

0.

-

.91

,68

- 7700

550

- 0.

- 1.

.96

,4 x 104

4.68

1900

23.1

- 18.4

- 4290

18.73 - 32.

Per Megawatt-year (c)

Man-days lost,
accident

Man-days lost,
illness

Deaths (b)

Total man-days
lost

0.07 - 0.37

0 - 0.03

0.043 - 0.046 x 10 0.001
-3

0.32 - 0.67

2.23 - 8.78

0.09 - 0.20

8.92 - 15.59

Notes:

(a) Storage tiree reccnmended in Ref. 66.
(b) Assuming 6000 man-days lost per death.
(c) Assuming 30 years lifetime, load factor of 0.7.
(d) Misprint in original. Deaths assumed proportional to man-days lost due to

accident.
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to Canadian sites? Information on how sunny U.S. southwestern sites compare to
northern U.S. cities in terms of solar energy falling per unit area (insolation)
is shown in Table E-4. Although data is given for only three months, by plotting
them graphically and interpolating we find that northern locations receive about
76% of the solar energy of southern locations. If we assume that Canadian sites
are roughly comparable to northern U.S. sites in insolation, we must multiply
the size Of the solar plant by 1/0.76 = 1.32 (122). While only the solar
oollector.s as opposed to the tower need be larger, the materials for the collector
constitute most of the materials of the active part (as opposed to the storage
and back-up) of the solar system.

TABLE E-4

Solar Energy per Unit Area, in kilowatt-hour per day per 1000 m (70)

December March June

Location

New York, Chicago 161 420 710

Southern California,
Arizona 323 517 904

In turn, this implies that the risk frcm all the preceding parts of this
appendix should be increased by 32%. If the plant size is increased by this
ratio, more materials will be needed. This will yield more emissions from
producing these materials. A bigger size implies a larger work force for
operation and maintenance and an increased back-up and storage system, although
it is not clear how the very low insolation in northern locations during winter
months will affect these last two factors. An increase even greater than 32%
may be required, but for simplicity we will assume that the increase in back-
up and storage is proportionately the same as the main system. Finally, more
materials will have to be transported.

viii SUMVlARY

Results of the calculations are shown in Table E-5. The arrangement of
risk tables for non-conventional sources is somewhat different from those of
conventional sources, because the sources are not the same. This point is
discussed in Section 2. Because man-days lost (excluding deaths) is a
conron calculation for occupational accidents, it is included. However, this
qoes not change the calculations in any way.

For a few entries, only total man-days lost were available. In order
to keep Table E-5 as similar as possible to risk tables for conventional
sources, the deaths and disabilities producing this quantity were inferred by
an indirect process, explained in the footnotes.
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Solar Thermal Electricity Risk (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (b)

Material Emissions Operation & Energy Back-Up Energy Storage Transportation Octal

Occupational

Acci<3ental

Deaths

Injury (c)

Man-days
lost/ ex-
cluding
deaths (d)

Kan-days
lost,
total

Disease

Deaths

Disability

Man-days
lost

Acquisition
&
Construction

2.54 x 10"3 —
(a)

0.10 —

9.5 —

24.7 —

(a) —

0.0038 —

0.21 —

Maintenance

1.32 x 10"3

0.041

3.8

11.7

7 x 10"6

(f)

1.6 x 10"4

(e) (f)

0.05

0"3 1.37 x 10"3 1.1 - 3.6 x 10"3 0.69 - 1.05 x 10"2

0.014 - 0.021 0.033 - 0.13 0.009 - 0.034 0.196 - 0.326

1.3 - 1.9 3.0 - 12.1 0.9 - 3.4 18.5 - 30.7

4.5 - 13.0 11.3 - 20.3 7.5 - 25 59.7 - 94.7

0 - 8.8 x 10"4 1.6 - 4.1 x 10"5 — 0.2 - 9.3 x 10"4

(f)

1.4 - 2.1 x 10"4 3.8 - 9.6 x lo"4 — 4.5 - 5.1 X 10"3

(£)

0.008 - 5.25 0.12 - 0.30 — 0.4 - 6.1



Material Bnissions Operation & Energy Back-Up Energy Storage Transportation Tbtal
Acquisition Maintenance
&
Construction

5.1 x 10"4 0.7 x 1.0 x 10"3

1.1 x 10"3 1.5 x 10"3

3.2 4.4 - 6.1

0.4 - 37.5 X 10~ 3

0.35 - 54

4.5 - 504

Nates:

(a) All occupational deaths in material acquisition and construction assumed to be accidental and not disease.
(b) All risk has been multiplied by 1.32 to take account of Canadian insolation conditions, as explained in part vii.
(c) 93 days per event, from Table 5.
(d) This calculation is included because so many preliminary computations produce this result.
(e) Implied 55 man-days lost per disability (22).
(f) Since ratio of deaths to disabilities is not known, this ratio is taken from Ref. 22.
(g) Implied 5 man-days lost per disability (22).

Public

Accidental

Deaths

Injury

Man-days
lost

Disease

Deaths

Disability

Man-days
lost

— —

— —

—

— 2.3 x 10"5

(f)

— 0.1 - 15
(f) (g)

— 0.66 - 1.98

— 0.2 -

— 0.4 x

— 1.25 -

— 0.4 -

— 0.25 •
(c)

3.8 -

0.48 x 10"3

10" 3

- 2.9

37.5 x 10"3

- 54

502
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APPENDIX F

SOIAR PHOTOVOLTAIC

A photovoltaic power plant generates power by directly converting solar
energy to electricity using photocells. Although the system to be considered
is described elsewhere (72), a brief description will be given here. Individual
photocells are arranged in modules, which are used in a switchable network to
maintain a constant voltage output level. Fran each array in the collector
field, there are transmission lines to the central power station. The storage
plant is located there. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure F-l.

i MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

The methodology followed in this section is similar to that in appendix E.
One problem with calculating risk of photovoltaics is determining the ratio of
peak power to average power, since the basic materials data of Reference 16
concerns a peak power of 1000 Mtf(e). Reference 75 states that the ratio of
peak power to average overall power is about 4 to 1 (Caputo (79) indicates the
ratio is over 5), so the original materials data of Reference 16 should be
multiplied by a factor of four.

In spite of this correction, the data of Reference 16 is still an under-
estimate. Herrera (76) suggests that the ratio of land occupied to energy
gathered by the system of Reference 16 is 3800 square metres per megawatt-year
electrical output. However, in a more comprehensive analysis. Rich and Hewitt (77)
show that ratio is in fact 34,500 square metres per megawatt-year electrical output.
Using the most favourable assumptions towards the data of Reference 76, i.e., that it
refers to average power and that of Reference 77 refers to peak power, the area of
the Rich and Hewitt system is still 2.26 times that of the system of Reference 16.
In summary, the latter set of data is multiplied by 4 x 2.27 = 9.1 in order to make
it comparable to data in other systems.

Material requirements are shown in Table F-l. It can be seen that both
the quantities and types of materials are different from those of the solar
thermal system listed in Table E-l. In particular, aluminum is widely .used,
and the amount of steel has doubled. The amount of cement or concrete is
about the same.

The photovoltaic cells are assumed to be silicon. Risk incurred by
producing this semi-conductor material is detailed in Reference 74. Because
some of this risk is not yet quantified, only a rough estimate will be made
of direct occupational risk in the following table.

We assume again that one kg of cement or glass requires one kg of sand.
From Table F-l, 4.55 million metric tons of sand are required. About 4.5% of the
sand, or 0.2 million metric tons, is converted to silicon. If the weight of glass
used to encapsulate the silicon is about the same (16), the weight of the semi-
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PHOTOELECTRIC ARRAYS

Figure F-l. Solar Photovoltaic System. Thousands of calls make up the system,
and convert solar energy directly to electricity. Transmission lines and a
central station are also shown.
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conductor panels is 0.4 million mstric tons. Since 1000 megawatts electricity is
produced on average, this is 400 kg/kilowatt. However, Daey Ouwens (78) indicates
that "well-encapsulated photocells have a weight of 1100 kg/kilowatt". This implies
that the weight of sand for the panels should be multiplied by 1100/400 = 2 . 8 .
The weight of the sand required for these panels is then 1.1 million metric tons.
The total requirement for sand is then 45.5 + 11 - 4 = 5.25 million metric tons.

TABLE F-l

Materials Required for 1000 Megawatt
Photovoltaic System, in 10 metric tons (16) (a)

Aluminum (b) Glass (c) Steel Cement

44.5 5.5 12.4 40.0

Notes:

(a) Original data was for 1000 megawatt peak power. Since peak pcwer is
about four times average power, original values were multiplied by this
number. In addition, original data were multiplied by 2.27 to take account
of land requirements. See text for details.

(b) About one-fifth for frames, and the rests for supports. While steel could
also have been used, the original data specified aluminum.

(c) Multiplied by an additional factor of 2.8. See text for details.

Calculations of risk per unit energy is shown in Table F-2, again assuming
a 30 year plant lifetime. With respect to materials and equipment acquisition,
the total weight is about twice that of the solar thermal system. This deduction
is in line with the weight ratio of about two for the finished materials of the
photovoltaic and solar thermal systems, shown in Tables E-l and F-l, respectively.

The tine spent in fabrication and construction should be approximately
proportional to the weight of materials being used. Excluding concrete, Table
E-2 shows that a total of 10,900 man-hours is required to construct material
weighing 47.3 metric tons per unit energy. Table E-l shows that a total of
1.03 million metric tons, excluding concrete, were used as final products in
the solar thermal plant. Using the 30 year lifetime and the 1000 M*(e) average
production, this corresponds to 34.3 metric tons per unit energy output averaged
over the plant lifetime. We can deduce that each ton of raw material corresponds
to 47.3/34.3 = 1.38 tons in the final construction.
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What does this inply for Table F-2? Table F-l shows that there is a total
of 6.24 million metric tons of final products in the photovoltaic system, excluding
cement. Using the assumptions of the previous paragraph, this implies 207.8
metric tons per unit energy, lifetime-averaged. The "handling factor" of
1.38 then produces 287 metric tons used in construction.

The next step is to allocate this weight among the trades. We can inmed-
iately exclude the plumbing mentioned in Table E-2 since there are no fluids in
the photovoltaic system. Concrete is treated as a separate term. The weight
of construction materials fran Table E-2 is then (a) electrical 8.7, (b) roofing
and sheet metal 25.3, and (c) miscellaneous contracting 8.3, all in iretric tons
per unit energy. Since the photovoltaic system is generally on ground level,
we can drop about half of the roofing and sheet metal category, reducing it to
12.7 metric tons. The fraction of construction materials in each category is
then about (a) electrical 0.29, (b) roofing and sheet metal 0.43, and (c)
miscellaneous contracting 0.28. Multiplying these fractions by the 287 metric
tons per unit energy, we have (a) electrical 83, (b) roofing and sheet metal
123, and (c) miscellaneous contracting 80. These numbers are used in Table F-2.

The allocation of materials among construction trades does not significantly
affect the final results. For example, if the materials allocated to miscel-
laneous contracting were distributed between the other two trades, it would
change the overall risk only slightly.

Table F-2 shows that a total of 33,700 man-hours per unit energy are used
in construction, about three times that used to construct the solar thermal
system. We would have expected a factor of about two on the basis of the
weight of intermediate and final materials in column 1.

On the basis of Table F-2, construction risk for photovoltaics is about
four times that of solar thermal. The ratios of man-days lost in construction
to those in material acquisition is about the same in both tables, lending
credence to the validity of the calculations. The total number of deaths per
unit energy is about 8.4 for photovoltaics, as compared to 1.9 for solar thermal.

ii EMISSIONS

Emissions data was not divided by source in the original information. As
a result, we must assume that the risk due to emissions is proportional to the
weight of coal used for construction. Tables F-2 and E-2 show that the weight
for photovoltaics is about 1.10 times thai of solar thermal electric. Since
the emissions risk for the latter, uncorrected for location, is about 0.5 - 1.5
man-days lost in public disease, corresponding figures for photovoltaics
are 0.55 - 1.65 man-days lost.

iii OPERATION AND

There is no simple way of evaluating the manpower required for operation
and^ maintenance. Reference 67 states that the manpower required for photovoltaics
is the same as for solar thermal electric, and we shall use this approximation.



TABLE F-2

Material Acquisition and Construction Risk of Solar
Photovoltaic Electricity, (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (16)

Material & Equipment
Acquisition (b)

Iron Ore Mining
Bauxite Mining
Non-metal Mining
Steel
Hard Coal Mining (a)
Fabricated Metal
Products

Aluminum
Semiconductors
Flat Glass
Cement

Total

Materials
(metric tons)

68.7
594
182
41.2
61.8

41.2
124
18.4
18.4
133

Man-hours
per metric
ton

0.44
0.50
0.50
10.0
1.2

149
12.4
8.6
38
0.84

Man-hours
(c)

30.2
297
91.0
412
74.2

6140
1540
158
699
112

Man-days
lost,
accident

0.012
0.112
0.026
0.166
0.072

1283

Man-days
lost,
illness

O.C0O3
0.0030
0.0007
0.0041
0.0015

0.0827
0.0130
0.0017
0.0003
0.0010
0.1083

Deaths
(x 103)

Man-days
lost,
total

0.002
0.015
0.016
0.015
0.043

0.277
0.056
0.002
0.025
0.004
0.455

0.02
0.20
0.12
0.25
0.33

4.46
0.84
0.03
0.17
0.06
6.48

7Ul

Construction

Concrete
Electrical
Miscellaneous

Contracting
Roofing & Sheet Metal

Total

133
83

80
123

0.33
56

114
162

43.9
4650

9120
19900
33700

0.021
1.253

5.914
17.144
24.63

0.0006
0.0279

0.0821
0.2389
0.3495

0.007
0.419

1.915
5.572
7.913

0.06
3.76

17.40
50.57
7Ï779

Notes:

(a) As in Table E-l, the substitution of soft coal for hard coal would change the overall risks only slightly.
(b) As in Table E-l, both intermediate and final products are considered.
(c) Equals the product of the previous two columns.
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iv ENERGY BACK-UP

The photovoltaic systan has approximately the same characteristics in terms
of peak power and zero power intervals as does solar thermal electricity. Its
need for energy back-up is then the same.

This assumption of equality probably results in a low estimate of material
requirements. Solar thermal systems, using a working fluid, have a thermal lag
which tends to smooth out fluctuations in power. Photovoltaics do not have this
lag, and so need more back-up for smoothing power levels. For simplicity of
calculation, we assume equality, and coal as the back-up source for the reasons
mentioned previously.

v ENERGY STORAGE

The amount of storage required for photovoltaics is probably equal to or
greater than that for solar thermal. What type of storage should be used?
There are at least a score which have been proposed, and Reference 66 lists their
features, advantages and drawbacks.

Energy produced fran photovoltaics is in the form of electricity, whereas
it is initially a superheated fluid in the case of solar thermal. It seems
logical to consider storage systems designed for electricity, rather than for
heated fluids or gases. Although Herrera (69) specified a "redox battery"
storage systan for photovoltaics, this type of battery is only in the develop-
ment stage. Without knowing the materials required and the time needed to
a::quire, fabricate and construct such batteries and their links to the
photovoltaic systan, we cannot calculate the risk involved.

Other evidence suggests that storage systems more sophisticated than the
crude rock and oil systan probably have higher risk. For example, in the
steel storage systan outlined by Turner (80), steel is heated either electrically
or by liquids to store energy. About 750 metric tons of steel are required to
store the equivalent of one megawatt-electrical at 70% load factor for six hours.
Since our requirements are 16.5 hours for the systems we are considering, a total
of 2070 metric tons are needed. Over a 30 year lifetime, this is equivalent to
69 metric tons of steel per megawatt-year. The risk incurred in producing the
steel alone, without consideration of construction, electrical or liquid
connections, or other additional equipment can then be canputed. As shown in
Table F-3, the days lost by deaths equal 3.40, and the total number of man-days
lost solely in material and equipnent acquisition is 3.40 + 5.17 = 8.57.
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Iron Ore
Hard Coal (a)
Steel
Fabricated
Mstal
Products

Risk

TABLE F-3

from Material and Equipment
Acquisition for Steel Energy Storage System

Materials
(metric tons)

115 (d)
103 (c)
69

69 (b)

Man-hours Man-hours Man-days
per metric
ton

0.44 51
1.2 124

10 690

149 10300

lost,
accidents
& illness

0.02
0.13
0.28

4.74

Dea
(X

0.
0.
0.

0.

tths
103

003
075
024

464

Total 5.17 0.566

Notes:

(a) Results affected only slightly if soft coal is used.
(b) Fabricated metal products equals amount of steel. See Table F-2.
(c) 1.5 kg of coal per kg of steel.
(d) 1.66 kg of iron ore per kg of steel.

All previous calculations have shown that risk from construction is much
greater than those for material acquisition. For example, Table E-2 displays
construction risk of about ten times material acquisition risk. We can then
say that the total risk of the steel storage system should be of the order of
90 man-days lost per unit energy. This is considerably higher than the
maximum of about 16 shown for the rock and oil system in Table E-3.

In consequence, we shall adopt the system whose risk is outlined in
Table E-3 as a lower bound for storage systems, and assume that photovoltaics
incur that risk.

Vi TRANSPORTATION

For lack of more definite information, we will assume that the trans-
portation risk is proportional to the weight of materials, equipment,
back-up and storage. From Table F-2, photovoltaics require 1283 metric tons
per unit energy, as compared to 616 tons for solar thermal, noted in Table
E-2. Assuming the back-up and storage weights are the sane as for thermal.
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665 and 616 metric tons respectively, the total weight transported is then
1283 + 665 + 616 = 2564 metric tons, compared to 1877 metric tons for solar
thermal. The transportation risk is that of the latter systan multiplied
by 2564/1877 = 1.366.

vii OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Another assumption in these calculations is that the photovoltaic plant is
in the U.S. Southwest. To make it describe conditions in the northern U.S. or
Canada, each risk should be multiplied by 1.32.

viii SUMMARY

Results of the preceding calculations and assunptions are shown in Table
F-4. Three of the columns - operation and maintenance, energy back-up, and
energy storage - are the seme as the corresponding ones of Table E-5. The risk
incurred in material acquisition, emissions and transportation is considerably
higher than the corresponding values for solar thermal.

The overall number of nan-days lost ranges between 158 and 718. As
in the case of solar thermal, each of the six components of total risk makes
a sizable contribution.



Occupational

Accidental

Deaths

Injury (c)

ten-days
lost exclud-
ing deaths
(d)

Man-days
lost, total

Disease

Deaths

Disability

ten-days
lost

Material Bussions
Acquis-
ition &
Construc-
tion

0.011
(a)

0.30 —

38.0 —

103 —

(a) —

0.011

0.60 —

TflBIE F-4

Solar Photovoltaic Electricity Risk (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (b)

Operation Qiergy Back-up Biergy Storage transportation ïbtal
& Main-
tenance

1.32 x 10"3 0.6 - 1.7 X 10"3 1.37 x 10~3 1.5 - 4.9 X 10"3 1.58 - 2.03 x 10"2

0.041 0.014 - 0.021 0.033 - 0.13 0.012 - 0.046 0.40 - 0.54

3.8 1.3 - 1.9 3.0 - 12.1 1.2 - 4.6

11.7 4.5 - 13.0 11.3 - 20.3 10.2 - 34.2

7 X
(f)

1.6
(e)

10 "

x 10~4

(f)

0.05

0

1

0

- 8

.38 •

.008

.8 x 10

- 2.05 x

- 5.25

1.6 -
(f)

lu"4 3.
(i

0.

,8 -

.12

4.1

9.6

- 0.

x

x

30

10

10

47 - 60

141 - 182

0.2 - 9.3 x 10'

4.5 - 5.1 X 10

0.4 - 6.1

.-4

,-3

I



Material Unissions Operation Diergy Back-up Energy Storage Transportation total
Acquis- S Main-
ition & tenance
Construc-
tion

Public

Accidental

Deaths —

Injury (c) —

Man-days
lost —

Disease

Deaths —

Disability —

Man-days
lost —

—

—

—

2.2 - 3.3 X 10
(f)

0.11 - 0.17
(f) (g)

0.73 - 2.19

,-5

0.2 - 0.48 x 10

0.4 x 10"3

1.25 - 2.9

-3

0.4 - 37.5 x 10

0.25 - 54
(c)

3.8 - 502

.-3

7.0 x 10"4 0.3 - 1.2 X 10"3

1.5 x 10"3 2 x 10"3

4.4 5.7 - 7.3

0.4 - 37.5 x 10

0.36 - 54

4.5 - 504

,-3

T

Notes:

(a) All occupational deaths in material acquisition and construction assumed to be accidental and not disease.
(b) All risk has been multiplied by 1.32 to take account of Canadian insolation conditions.
(c) 93 days per event, from Table A-2.
(d) This calculation is included because so many preliminary calculations produce this result,
te) Implied 55 man-days lost per disability (22).
(f) Since ratio of deaths to disabilities is not known, the ratio is taken fran Ref. 22.
tg) Implied 5 man-days lost per disability (22).
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APPENDIX G

SOLAR SPACE HEATING

Solar energy can be used without converting it to electricity. Employing
the sun's rays to warm water or other fluids, which in turn heats a building,
has been a feature of a number of projects in forth America and elsewhere.
However, comparatively little discussion has been held on the risk involved.

Part of this has been due to the wide variety of systems of solar space
heating. In addition, it has been difficult to obtain accurate data on the
materials required, construction times and other information required for
adequate risk analysis.

To simplify this problem, a well-known design was chosen. Estimates were
then made of the thermal energy produced per unit weight of this system.

All the previous systems considered produced electricity as their final
product, while the present one produces thermal energy. We shall assume, to
make data comparable, that the thermal energy corresponds to the electrical
energy that would have been required to heat a building. This implies that
there are no losses in heating water by electricity. The actual losses are about
5% - 10%, so the risk in the fallowing section is probably underestimated by
this ratio.

Energy back-up and storage, as we have seen, contributed a significant
proportion of total risk incurred by solar thermal and photovoltaic production.
Almost all designs have storage facilities, although the degree to vdiich the
storage evens out weather cycles to make the solar system comparable in
reliability to conventional systems is rarely specified. Very few designs
for solar space heating specify the amount of back-up which would be required.
We can eliminate requirements for back-up by making the on-site storage
facilities large enough. This is what is done in the space heating system
to be considered.

Solar space heating is the first technology considered in this report to
involve scaling-up in size. The previous systems all were assurraH to have one
plant with a 1000-megawatt rating. This is clearly not feasible for space
heating. We have assumed that the materials required for large-scale use of
space heating are proportional to that required for small-scale installations,
per unit energy output. Only further experience and research can validate this
assumption.

i MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

The space heating system considered is based on a 1.67 square metres flat
plate panel manufactured by the Honeywell Corporation. Its specifications in
terms of material requirements are given in Reference 82. The question then is,
how much thermal energy does this panel produce?
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A design by Ontario Hydro (83), also using a flat plate collector, produces
about 2.58 kilowatt-years (77 million British Thermal Units) of energy per year
(84). The Ontario Hydro design has an annual energy output of 223 kilowatt-hours
per square metre or 2.54 x 10~5 megawatt-years per square metre. This is higher
than another similar design (85) which has an output of 2.35 x 10~5, in the same
units. Since material requirements are inversely proportional to this output,
the Ontario Hydro design may underestimate these requirements.

The system specified has a storage volume of 9 cubic metres. This is probably
enough to eliminate requirements for additional back-up and storage, although the
original paper admits that only 70% of total heat requirements for the building
to which it is connected will be met.

Table G-l shows the materials required for the Ontario Hydro solar space
heating system per unit energy. This table corresponds to Table P-l for
photovoltaics and Table E-l for solar thermal. Data has been put on a 1000
megawatt basis to correspond with previous calculations. A load factor of
0.7 is again assumed. The weight of the storage system increases the values
considerably.

Table G-l considers two materials which have not been listed previously,
fiberglass insulation and copper, the risk of which can be analyzed in the
same way as other materials. To do so, we make two further assumptions:
first, that the average grade of copper ore is 1% (90), and second, that as
many nan-hours go into making fiberglass fran glass as for making glass fran
sand and other materials.

Results of risk calculations are shown in Table G-2. While the relative
weights of materials used for each technology are discussed in detail in
Section 4-B, we note that the total weight for solar space heating is
comparable to that of the other two solar schemes. Tîje lifetime assumed for
the system is only 20 years, in contrast to the 30 years for other systems (84).
The construction times are generally unknown. One of the few estimates of the
tasks used in construction is made in Reference 95, which, states that half the
time is employed in roofing, and the ùiher half in plumbing. If we assume that
plumbing uses only copper, and use the value of 5.3 metric tons of copper derived
from material acquisition, the number of construction man-hours used in plumbing
is 5.3 x 1174 = 6220. Using the assumption of equal times in plumbing and roofing,
the man-hours in the latter category also equals 6220. The weight of materials
used in each trade has been adjusted to produce this equality.

The results of Table G-2 show a risk from material acquisition and
construction comparable to that of the other two solar systems. The total
number of man-days lost is about 50, about midway between solar thermal
electric (24 days) and solar photovoltaic (77 days). The number of man-
days lost might even be less if it were not for the decentralized nature of the
space heating system. Each house or building has its own panels, storage and
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TOBLE G-l

Materials Required for 1000 Megawatt Thermal
Solar Space Heating System, in 1Q5 metric tons (d)

Steel Glass Aluminum Copper Insulation Niscel-
TUbing (Fiberglass) laneous

Collector &
Tubing (e) 10.7 4.8 1.6 1.05 (a) 0.81 0.47

Storage (b) 26.3 0.56
(f) (c)

37.0 4.8 1.6 1.05 1.37 0.47

Notes:

(a) After Ref. 88, since Ref. 81 also includes tubing for air conditioner and cooling
tower. As a result, data for latter source is far too large.

(b) System of Rof. 81, the data from which is adapted here, had a capacity of 3.79 rn3.
Assuming storage is in the form of an equi-sided cube, this corresponds to a side
of 1.56 m. Its area is then 14.6 m2, corresponding to its mass of 561 kg. The
mass/area ratio is then 38.4 kg/m^. itie side of a 91 m^ storage tank is 4.5 m,
and so its overall area is 121.5 ra^. Its mass is then 4.67 metric tons, assuming
that the steel thickness is the same for both systems. In reality, the thickness
probably would be greater for larger tanks in order to support the greater pressures,
so this value is probably an underestimate.

(c) Listed as "foam" in Ref. 81.
(d) Water used in storage system not considered. As well, ducts, wiring, motors, etc.

are also not tabulated. Kef. 85 notes that this latter group can cost 14% of the
entire system. Ihe entire table may he underestimated by about this amount.

(e) Ref. 87 estimates are higher than listed here.
(f) As can be deduced fran footnote (b), even if the small storage tank of 3.79 m-*

were used, the steel requirement would still be 3.2 x 105 metric tons. However,
in this case, substantial amounts of energy back-up would be required. This back-
up could produce risk even greater than that of the steel. It might also be
contended that tanks could be constructed of concrete, plastics or other materials,
or that rock storage could be used. As noted previously in this report, this could
produce risk as great as, if not greater than, that of the materials for which
they are a substitute. Only further research can resolve this point.
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Material Acquisition and Construction Risk of
Solar Space Heating (per megawatt-year net thermal output)

Material &
Equipment
Acquisition

Iron Ore
Mining

Hard Coal
Mining (c)

Steel

Bauxite
Mining

Aluminum

Non-metal
Mining

Flat Glass

Fiberglass
Insulation (c)

Copper Cttre
Mining

Materials
(metric ton)

309

277

185

31.9

8.0

30.8

30.8

6.9

525

Man-hours
per metric
ton

0.44

1.2

10.0

0.50

12.4

0.50

38

38

0.47

Man-hours

13Ê

Man-days Man-days
lost, lost,
accidents illness

0.051 0.001

332

1850

16

99

15.4

1170

262

247

0.332

0.744

0.006

0.033

0.004

0.362

0.155

0.090

0.009

0.019

—

0.001

—

0.10

0.004

0.003

Deaths Man-days
(x 103) lost, total

0.007 0.09

0.199

0.065

0.001

0.004

0.003

0.041

0.017

0.009

1.54

1.15

0.01

0.05

0.02

0.62

0.26

0.14
(b)



Materials Man-hours Man-hours Man-days Man-days
(metric ton) per metric lost, lost,

ton accidents illness

Copper (d) 5.3

Fabricated
Metal
Products

Total

Construction

198

1608

132

149

700

29500

Plumbing 5.3 1174

Roofing &
Sheet fetal 32.4 162

Total

0.535

6220 5.36
(f)

7.54

0.014

0.075

0.15

Deaths Man-days
(x 103) lost, total

0.045 0.83

13

Tï

.49

.80

0.

0.

408

47

1.

1.

36

75

22

26

.1

.8

6220 2.18 0.075 0.72 6.54
(f)

1.74 15.88

2.46 22.4

Notes:

(a) Ref. 91 says that U.S. employées of all non-ferrous metals industries totalled 314,000. Non-ferrous
miners totalled 94,000 in 1974. Copper miners totalled 36,000 (92). Assuming that the proportion
of copper ore miners to all copper workers is the same as non-ferrous ore miners to all non-ferrous
workers, the number of copper industry workers outside mining is 36,000 x 220,000/94,000 = 84,000.
îîiey produced about 14,000,000 short tons of recoverable copper in 1974 (93). Assuming 2000 man-hours
per worker, this is 132 man-hours per metric ton.

(b) Using footnote (a), the fact that about 1% of all copper ore is recoverable, and a total of 36,000
ropper miners, we obtain 0.47 man-hours per metric ton. This is comparable to iron and bauxite ore
rates.

(c) Total man-days lost for accidents and illness was 122 per 100 man-years for mineral wool; distribution
for accidents, diseases and deaths assumed to be the same as for fabricated metal products.

(d) Total man-days lost for accidents and illness was 156 per 100 man-years; iLstribution for accidents,
diseases and deaths assumed to be the same as for steel.

(e) Soft coal mining would change results only slightly.
(f) Some estimates are lower (87) (94). However, the present values ara based on assumptions similar

to those in previous tables.
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copper tubing. As Daey Ouwens (78) points out: "material usage of large
systems per fcW is usually less than for small systens".

The major component of risk in Table G-2 is the use of steel for storage.
For example, the categories of fabricated metal products, steel, coal mining and
iron ore mining constitute about 93% of the man-days lost by accidents in
material and equipment acquisition. However, some of the fabricated metal
products are copper and aluminum. It might be tempting to try eliminating this
risk by substituting plastics for steel, or dispensing with liquids entirely
by using rocks. However, this procedure would only substitute one type of risk
for another, and it is not clear that the overall risk would be reduced. (See
footnote (f) to Table G-l).

Another approach would be to reduce the size of the storage tank. This
produces limited decrease in steel usage because the weight does not vary
directly with the tank capacity. For example, the two tanks analyzed in
footnote (b) of Table G-l have a ratio of capacities of 24, but a ratio of
weights of only 8.3. If storage were decreased, it would imply that the back-up
and auxiliary storage risk mentioned for solar thermal and photovoltaic
systems should be substituted.

ii EMISSIONS

As in the two previous sections, it is assumed that emissions incurred in
material production are proportional to the weight of coal used to fabricate
the material. A total of 277 metric tons of coal per unit energy is used, 4.95
times that of solar thermal. Since the effect of emissions from the latter was
0.5 - 1.5 total man-days lost, solar space heating has a corresponding level
of 2.5 - 7.4 man-days.

iii OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Because there is comparatively little widespread experience with solar space
heating, estimates of times required for operation and maintenance are rare. One
guide is the maintenance time required for the two previous centralized systems,
each of which was estimated to require 1.7 man-years per megawatt-year net
output. If we call the 100 square metre system of panels and tubing used to
calculate Table G-2 an "installation", 1.7 man-years is equivalent to 8.8 man-hours
per year per installation. This calculation is based on the installation
producing 0.00254 megawatt-year thermal output.

The estimate of maintenance time is probably low, for the following reasons.
Because of the centralized nature of the two previous systems discussed, their
maintenance would be regular and systematic, in contrast to that practiced by
homeowners. As well, maintenance personnel would probably be trained to do
the job. For these reasons, we multiply the time required by a factor of at
least two, although this factor is still probably an underestimate.
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A second point is homeowners are unlikely to be as skilled in maintenance
as full-time workers at this task. Not only will it take them longer, but it
will also be more dangerous for them. It is well known that the major location
of disabling accidents is not the factory, but the hone. We have conservatively
multiplied risks by two to take account of this.

The factor of 1.32, which relates southwest U.S. conditions to those in
Canada, is not used in these calculations, since the ratio of installation area
to thermal energ" production already relates to Canadian conditions. The risk
of operation and maintenance as noted in Table E-5 and F-4 should then be
multiplied by 2 x 2/1.32 = 3.03 to include the decentralization and training
factors.

iv ENERGY BftCK-UP

We are assuming no energy back-up. This is probably an underestimation of
risks, since only 70% of thermal energy required in the home is supplied by the
installations we have considered (83).

V ENERGY STORAGE

The storage system described in part i is presumed to supply enough
energy for sunless days. This may be an underestimate, as suggested in the
previous part. Back-up and storage are usually tied together.

vi TRANSPORTATION

Again we will assume that transportation risk is proportional to the
total weight of the system, including both the primary and the finished products.
For solar space heating. Table G-2 shows this is 1608 metric tons per unit energy,
0.86 times that of the solar thermal system of Table E-2, with the weight of the
back-up and storage systems. The transportation risk from Table E-2 is multi-
plied by this factor, after dividing by 1.32, the previously-used "location
factor".

Solar space heating is a decentralized technology, unlike those previously
discussed. It might be thought that this would reduce transportation risk,
since materials might be used closer to the site where they are manufactured.
However, Table G-2 shows that a considerable part of the system's «eight lies
in the steel and the materials used in producing it. The steel industry is not
decentralized, so transportation risk is probably close to the above estimates.

vii OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The system used for calculations is assumed to correspond to Canadian
conditions. There is then no need to multiply risk by the factor of 1.32, as
was done for the two previous systems.
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vii SOMMftRY

Results of calculations are shown in Table G-3. As expected on the basis
of risk incurred in material acquisition, the overall risk from this form of
energy is lower than that of the other two solar systems.

Sizeable risk is produced by all of the four components of Table G-3,
with emissions from materials required contributing the smallest amount. We
can then say that no one component produces the present result.



TABLE G-3

Solar Spaoe Heating Risk (per megawatt-year net thermal output)

Occupational

Accidental

Deaths

Injury (b)

Material Emissions
Acquis-
ition &
Construc-
tion

0.004
(a)

0.25

Man-days
lost, exclud-
ing deaths 24.0

Man-days
lost, total

Disease

Deaths

49.8

(a) —

Disability 0.014

Man-days
lost

Operation Energy Energy Transportation Total
& Main- Back-up Storage
tenanoe

4 x 10'

0.12

11.5

35.5

,-3

1.27

2.1 x 10
(d)

4.9 x 10'
(c) (d)

0.15

-5

,-4

— 7.1 - 23 x 10~4 0.009 - 0.10

— 0.006 - 0.022 0.38 - 0.39

0.59 - 2.2

4.9 - 16.2

36 - 38

90 - 102

2.1 x 10

0.014

1.42

-5



1

i
I
i

Public

Accidental

Deaths

Injury (b)

Man-days
lost

Disease

Deaths

Disability

Man-days
lost

Material
Acquis-
ition &
Construc-
tion

—

—

—

—

—

Bnissions

—

—

—

7.4 - 11 x 10"5

(d)

0.37 - 0.58
(d) (e)

2.5 - 7.4

Operation Energy Qiergy Transportation Total
& Main- Back-up Storage
tenance

3.3 x 10"4 3.3 x 10"4

7 x 10~4 7 x 10"4

2.1 2.1

7.4 - 11 x 10~5

0.37 - 0.58

2.5 - 7.4

Notes:

(a) All occupational deaths in material acquisition and construction assumed to be accidental and not
disease.

(b) 93 days per event, from Table A-2.
(c) Implied 55 man-days lost per disability (22).
(d) Since ratio of deaths to disabilities is not known, this ratio is taken from Kef. 22.
(e) Implied 5 man-days lost per disability (22).
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APPENDIX H

WIND

As we consider the non-conventional technologies which are more and more
removed from present-day use, we will find that estimates of material requirements
and other contributions to risk become less precise. This is true for wind
technology.

One of the problems in calculating windpower risk is determining the
relationship between maximum power and average power. The second quantity
divided by the first is the load factor. Decades ago, a load factor of about
0.02 was indicated for windmills of that time (97).

Improvements in wind systems in the three decades since Reference 97 was
published have increased the load factor. A load factor of 0.34 is used in
Reference 98, and we shall use this value in subsequent calculations.

i MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND OBSTRUCTION

How much material is required for wind electrical energy? Estimates in
the literature vary, because there is some confusion between the capacity to
generate energy produced in a given year in the future/ and the cumulative
capacity produced up to that year. One estimate states that the production of
250 megawatt-hours of electrical energy requires 400 short tons of steel, 10 of
copper and 60 of fiberglass and plastics (99). Note that this is not rated
capacity, but the total energy produced. Translating this to the usual base of
1000 megawatt-years net output, this is 12.6 million metric tons of steel, 0.32
million of copper, and 1.9 million of fiberglass and plastics. These are large
quantities, but not unreasonable in the light of the requirements of other non-
conventional systems. Results are for windmills alone are shown in Table H-l.

TABLE H-l

Materials Required for 1000 Megawatt Average
Output Wind System, in 105 metric tons (78) (99)

Steel Copper Fiberglass & Concrete
Plastics

Windmills 127 3.2 19

Foundations 3

Total 127 3.2 19 3
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Reference (99) did not allow for foundations or other structures. Daey
Ouwens (78) indicates that their weight can be large. For windmills stationed
at sea he estimates 5.3 million metric tons of concrete per 1000 megawatt-years.
Requirements for land-based windmills are considerably less, being about
0.3 million metric tons per 1000 megawatt-years. Table H-l shows that material
requirements are less than for solar systems.

The lifetime of windmill systems has been estimated as 20 years (94), so
we divide by 20,000 to convert Table H-l into weight per megawatt-year over
the system lifetime. Table H-2 shows that material acquisition produces a
total number of man-days lost of 2.6.

There have been a number of estimates for construction times. One of the
most detailed is contained in Reference 99, which states that 5.6 man-years are
required to construct capacity which can produce 250 megawatt-hours of energy.
This equals 196 man-years to produce one megawatt-year of energy. Assuming a
20-year lifetime of the wind structures, this is 9.8 man-years per megawatt-year
each year.

This value is used in Table H-2 where it is assumed that half the construc-
tion time is spent on electrical work, and half on roofing and sheet metal. The
small amount of concrete work is left as a separate category.

ii EMISSIONS

The emissions due to wind power will be considerably more than that arising
from solar space heating, primarily because of the relatively large amount of
coal used in building windmills. Using the usual assumption that the effects of
emissions vary directly with coal use, we find the number of man-days lost
ranges between 9.5 and 25.5.

iii OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

The number of maintenance workers for wind power will probably be higher
than needed in the solar technologies. There is a requirement of 9 man-years
per megawatt-year net output, in contrast to the 1.7 value for solar thermal
(102). We can then multiply the risk values listed there by 9/1.7 = 5.3.

jy ENERGY BflCK-UP

Wind power is weather-dependent, although it may be more or less so than
solar power, according to its location. We will assume that the energy back-up
which wind power will require is about the same as solar thermal or solar photo-
voltaic. We may then use the risk calculated for these two technologies
(without using the factor of 1.32 which corrected for the southern location of
the solar systems).



TABLE H-2

Material Acquisition and Construction Risk
of Windpower (per megawatt-year net electrical output)

Material &
Equipment
Acquisition

Iron Ore
Mining

Hard Coal
Mining (b)

Steel

Copper Ore
Mining

Copper (d)

Non-metal
Mining

Flat Glass

Fiberglass
Insulation (c)

Cement

Fabricated
Metal Products

Materials
(metric tons)

1058

953

635

1600

16

110

95

95

15

651

Man-hours
per metric
ton

0.44

1.2

10.0

0.47 (a)

132 (a)

0.50

38

38

0.84

149

Man-hours Man-days Man-days Deaths Man-days
lost, lost, (x 103) lost, total
accidents illness

466

1144

6350

752

2112

0.175 0.005 0.023

1.143

2.553

0.282

1.607

0.030

0.064

0.008

0.040

0.686

0.222

0.038

0.140

55 0.016 — 0.009

3610 1.119 0.031 0.126

0.32

5.29

3.95

0.52

2.49

0.07

1.91

3610 2.137 (e) 0.065 (e) 0.215 (e) 3.50

12.6 0.004 — —

97000 43.311 1.310 4.365 70.81

Total 5228 52.35 1.553 5.824 88.86



Materials tten-tours Man-hours Man-hours Man-hours Deaths Man-days
(metric tons) per niatric lost, lost, (x 103) lost, total

toil ' accidents illness

Construction

Roofing & Sheet

Metal (f) 152 • 7980 6.875 0.095 2.234 20.37

Electrical (f) 56 . . 7980 2.150 0.047 0.718 6.51

Concrete ID 0.33 5.9 0.003 — — 0.01

Total 9.028 0.142 2.952 26.89

Notes:

(a) Fran Table G-2.
(b) Soft coal mining would change results only slightly.
(c) Plastics considered as fiberglass for computation purposes.
(d) See footnote (d), Table G-2.
(e) See footnote (c), Table G-2.
(f) The number of man-hours shown may be an underestimate, since it only accounts for about one-third

of the fabricated metal products using the usual methodology. An indication of this is shown in
the fact that construction risk is lower than that for material acquisition, whereas it is higher
for solar technologies.
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V ENERGY STORAGE

The remarks made about energy back-up apply here as well. Using the same
storage risk as for solar thermal and photovoltaic may be an underestimate.
Reference 100 indicates that 33 hours of storage may be necessary, in contrast
to the 16.5 hours we have been assuming. In the interests of consistency, we
will continue to use the latter value.

vi TRANSPORTATION

As before, we assume that the transportation risk is in direct proportion
to the weight of material transported. The weight of materials used in equip-
ment acquisition is 5228 metric tons per unit energy, fran Table H-2. To this,
we must add the weight of energy back-up and storage systems. If we assume that
these are equivalent to those of the first two solar technologies discussed, the
respective weights are 665 and 616 metric tons, for a total weight of 6509 metric
tons. Since this is 347% that of solar thermal, we multiply the risk of the
latter technology by 3.47.

vii SUMMARY

Results of the above calculations are shown in Table H-3. Much of the risk
cones from the energy back-up and storage required, with another sizeable
contribution from material acquisition. In the foregoing, we are not emphasizing
bizarre accidents like windmill blades striking passers-by, but the ordinary
day-to-day risk in building and operating windmills.



MBIE H-3

Wingpower Risk (per megavratt-year net electrical net output)

Material Unissions Operation Biergy Back-up Energy Storage Transportation Tbtal
Acquisition &
& Construe- Maintenance
tion

Occupational

Accidental

Deaths

Injury (e)

Man-days
lost, exclud-
ing deaths

Man-days
lost, total

Disease

Deaths

Disability

Man-days
lost

8.78 x 10
(a)

0.66

61.4

114.1

(a)

0.019

1.7

,-3 7.0 x 10"3 0.6 - 1.7 x 10"3 1.37 x 10~3 3 - 1C x 10"3 0.021 - 0.029

0.22

20.1

62.0

0.014 - 0.021 0.033 - 0.13 O.02 - 0.09 0-95 - 1.12

1.3 - 1.9

4.5 - 13.0

3.7 x 10~5 0 - 8.8 X 10"4

(c)

8.5 x 10"4 1.4 - 2.1 x 10"4

(b) (c)

0.27 0.008 - 5.25

3.0 - 12.1 2.4 - 8.9

11.3 - 20.3 19.G - 65.7

1.6 - 4.1 X 10 5 —
(C)

3.8 - 9.6 X 10"4 —
(C)

0.12 - 0.30 —

88 - 104

212 - 275

5 - 96 X 10"

0.02

2.1 - 7.5



Material Enissions Operation Energy Back-up
Acquisition &
& Construe- Maintenance
tion

Energy Storage Transportation Total

Public

Accidental

Deaths

Injury

Man-days
lost

Disease

Deaths

Disability

Man-days
lost

—

—

—

— 2.6

— 1.3

— 8.5

_

_ _

— —

- 3.9 x 10"4 —

- 1.9 —

- 25.5 —

0.2 -

0.4 x

1.25 •

0.4 -

0.25
(d)

3.8 -

0.48 x 10'

lu"3

- 2.9

37.5 x 10

- 54

502

,-3

,-3

1.3 x 10

0.003

8.4

-3 1.5 - 1.8 X 10'

0.007

9.7 - 11.3

-3

0.7 - 38 x 10

1.6 - 56

12.3 - 528

,-3 I

Notes:

(a) See footnote (a), Table G-3.
(b) See footnote (e), Table E-5.
(c) See footnote (f), Table E-5.
(d) See footnote (c), Table E-5.
(e) See footnote (b), Table G-3.
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APPENDIX I

OCEAN THERMAL

The conaept of producing energy by taking advantage of the thermal gradients
in oceans J.s an old one, dating back to the Frenchman d'Arsonval, who proposed
it in 1881. It is really a solar system that works like an inside-out refrig-
erator. A refrigerator uses an electric pump to produce a temperature difference
between an insulated box and the roam. The ocean thermal system uses the
thermal gradient between the warm surface and cold lower levels of the ocean to
drive a fluid, which turns a turbine to produce electric power. The system is
sketched in Figure 1-1. Greater detail is available elsewhere (103).

Although the ocean thermal system was tested off the coast of Cuba in the
early 1930's and off Africa in the 1950's, comparatively little is known about
its material, labor and other requirements. What follows can only be called a
rough estimate.

i MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

Ocean thermal systems use some of the power they generate in order to
operate, so that there is a difference between the gross output and net output.
For example. Boot and McGowan (104) describe a system with 100 megawatts gross
output, but only 59.1 megawatts net output. We will assume that the net output
is 60% of the gross, although there are systems with as low as 54% efficiency
(105).

Now we will consider the materials required. Pollard (106) discusses the
design of a 160 megawatt system, nominally rated, corresponding to 96 megawatts
of net power. Using the usual value for load factor, 0.7, this is 67.2 megawatts.
Pollard notes that an authoritative report specifies the use of 242,000 metric
tons of concrete, 41,600 of steel, and 1640 of titanium for main system, generators,
pumps and motors, and turbines. Let us assume, for simplicity, that aluminum
can be substituted for titanium wherever required. We will show later that
the results are probably changed very little by this. Since titanium is
usually more difficult to produce and fabricate than aluminum, this substitution
probably underestimates the risk.

There are at least two other materials (107) (112) used in ocean thermal
systems. Copper is used for cables, and ammonia is used as the working fluid to
transmit heat from one part of the apparatus to another. With the assumptions on
net power and load factors noted above, the weight of copper and ammonia for the
Pollard system would be 1840 and 2170 metric tons, respectively.

Table 1-1 shows the total weight of materials required for the standard of
1000 megawatts net output we have been using. Th? amounts are clearly less than
the other non-conventional systems we have considered, although they are by no
means small.



WARM WATER INTAKE COLD WATER OUTLET

EXPANDING
SECONDARY

VAPOR -

WARM WATER OUTLET COLD WATER INTAKE

Figure 1-1. Ocean Thermal Energy System. The efficiency of the system will
depend on the temperature difference between the surface and bottom layers,
the design of the heat exchangers, and many other factors.
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TABLE 1-1

Materials Required for 1000 Megawatt
Ocean Thermal System in 10 metric tons (a)

Aluminum Steel Cement Copper (b) Ammonia

Total 0.24 6.2 36 0.27 0.32

Notes :

(a) Load factor of 0.7.
(b) Original data had values for extensive copper cable system for power

transmission. Since transmission lines were generally not considered
in previous sections, they were not included in this case.

For lack of evidence to the contrary, the ocean thermal station was assumed
to have a lifetime of 30 years. This may be an overestimate, since operations
in a hostile ocean environment, with storms and corrosion, will almost certainly
reduce lifetimes considerably. Until tests are performed, we cannot judge how
much this reduction will be.

Pesults of the calculations are shown in Table 1-2. The risk from material
acquisition is considerably lower than the other non-conventional technologies
we have considered, primarily due to the small weight of material per unit energy
produced.

Questions about the methods and risk of construction are not simply
answered, because of tha novelty of the system. About 5800 - 8300 man-years
has been estimated to construct what is probably a standard 60 megawatt net
prototype (113). Using a 30-year lifetime, with a load factor of 0.7, this
is 9300 to 13,300 man-hours per megawatt-year, a total similar to that for
windpower plants.

The allocation of these man-hours among the building trades is also a
difficult task. For simplicity, we will allot one-half to each of ship-building
and miscellaneous contracting. Concrete construction, which in any case
produces a small risk value, is put into a separate category. The exact
proportion in the two main groups does not affect the results significantly.

We see that the risk fran construction is much greater than for materials
acquisition. In terms of total man-days lost, the factor is between 7 and
9.5, similar to the construction/aoquisition ratios for solar thermal and photo-
voltaics.
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Material Acquisition and Construction Risk of
Ocean Thermal Power (per megawatt-year net electrical output)

Materials Man-hours Man-hours
(metric tons) per metric

ton

Material &
Equipment
Acquisition

Iron Ore
Kining (d)

Hard Coal
Mining (a)

Steel (d)

Copper Ore
Mining

Copper (e)

Bauxite Mining

Aluminum

Non-Mstal
Mining

Cement

Amnonia

Fabricated
Metal Products

34.

31.

20.

90.

0.

3.

0.

120

120

1.

22.

3

0

7

0

90

2

8

1

,4

0.44

149

15.1

Man-days
lost/
accidents

Man-days
lost,
illness
(x 104)

Deaths
(x 103)

Man-days
lost, total

0.003 1.3 0.0010

3340 1.488 451 0.1503

0.010

1.2

10.0

0.47

132

0.50

12.4

0.55

0.84

1.1 (b)

37.

207

42.

119

1.

9.

65.

101

1.

2

3

6

9

8

21

0.035

0.083

0.017

0.090

—

0.004

0.018

0.036

— (c)

1.0

20.5

4.3

22.7

0.2

1.0

5.0

9.0

— (c)

0.0225

0.0074

0,0022

0.0078

0.0001

0.0004

0.0112

0.0036

— (c)

0.170

0.128

0.032

0.140

—

0.007

0.085

0.056

2.43

Ibtal 444 1.77 516 0.207 3.06



Materials Man-hours Man-hours Man-days Man-days Deaths Man-days
(metric tons) per metric lost, lost, (x 103) lost, total

ton accidents illness
(x 104)

Construction

Concrete 120 0.33 39.6 0.014 5.3 0.0065 0.058

Ship-
building (d) 4.7-6.7 x 10 J 3.62-5.26 1100-1590 0.37-0.52 5.96-8.63

Miscellaneous
Contracting 4.7-6.7 x 1 0 3 3.00-4.34 420-600 0.96-1.41 8.90-12.83

Total 6.63-9.60 1530-2200 1.34-1.93 14.92-21.52

Notes:

(a) See footnote (b), Table H-2.
(b) 12.5 x 10 6 metric tons were produced in the United States in 1971 (108). Of this, 70%, or 9.6 x

10 6 short tons, were used directly as fertilizer (109). The total use of fertilizers on U.S. farms
was 35.5 x 106 metric tons (110), so ammonia constituted 24.2% of all fertilizers. Chemicals used
on U.S. farms had a total value of $3.0 billion, and fertilizers had a total value of $2.1 billion,
or 70% (110). Assuming linearity between weight and value, ammonia constituted 0.242 x 0.7 = 0.169
of the weight of all agricultural chemicals. The total number of agricultural chemical workers in
1970 was 41,000 (111). We can then deduce that ammonia producers numbered about 0.169 x 41,000 =
6900. The number of man-hours per metric ton is then 6900 x 2000 x 1.1/13.7 x 10 = 1 . 1 . tfo
account is taken of the primary chemicals and materials which are required to produce ammonia, so
the overall risk is probably underestimated.

(c) Total man-days lost for accidents and illness was 68 per 100 man-years for agricultural fertilizers.
Distribution for accidents, illness and deaths assumed to be the same as for steel.

(d) Total nan-days lost for accidents and illness was 162 per 100 man-years. Distribution for accidents,
illness and deaths assumed to be the same as for fabricated metal products.

(e) See footnote (d), Table G-2.

H
(Jl
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ii EMISSIONS

As usual, the emission due to material acquisition is assumed proportional
to the weight of coal used. Since this quantity is small, the effects of
emissions are also quite small.

iii OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

A 32 - 35 man crew for a 100 megawatt plant is assumed (113). Assuming a
load factor of 0.7, this is 1520 - 1670 man-hours per megawatt-year net output,
less by about a factor of 3 than that of solar thermal. The closest analogy to
the type of maintenance done on these plants in terms of standard industrial
classifications is "water transportation services", in which a total of 506
man-days is lost to injuries and illness per 100 full-time workers. To obtain
the results of Table 1-3, we assume that the relative proportion of accidents,
disease and death is the same as in a trade like roofing and sheet metal.
Operation and maintenance risk is much less than that of material acquisition
and construction, as is usually observed.

iv ENERGY BACK-UP

There is no energy back-up required for this system.

V ENERGY STORAGE

There is no energy storage required for this system, at least for sites
close to land. However, as these sites are used up, new sites must be built
farther from shore. This will probably require the use of intermediate forms
of energy such as methanol, and the use of tankers (115). Because these are
future developments, they are not considered here.

vi TRANSPORTATION

Transportation risk is again assumed to be proportional to the weight of
material used in construction. Because there are no back-up or storage require-
ments, this risk is small.

vii SUMMARY

The overall level of risk in ocean thermal energy production, as shown in
Table 1-3, is by far the lowest of the non-conventional technologies considered
here. Whether or not this is due to serious underestimates of the materials
required and the load factor will not be known until operating data is acquired.
One way of explaining the results is by noting that the ocean itself acts as a
collector of solar energy, and so there is no need for "collectors" of large
area as in the case of solar thermal and solar photovoltaic.



TABLE 1-3

Ocean Thermal Power Risk (per megawatt-year net electrical output)

Material Emissions
Acquis-
ition &
Construc-
tion

Occupational

Accidental

Deaths 1.55 -

2.14 x 10
(b)

-3

Injury (c) 0.09-0.12

Man-days
lost, exclud-
ing deaths 8.4-11.4

Man-days
lost, total 17.7-21.2

Disease

Deaths (b)

Disability 2.2-2.9 x 10~J —,-3

Man-days
lost

Operation Energy Energy Transportation Total
& Back-up Storage
Maintenance (a)

4.25 x 10

0.014

1.32

3.9

-4

0.20-0.27

2.7 x 10
(e)

5.7 x 10
(d) (e)

0.02

,-6

-5

2.1-6.9 x 10

1.5-6.3 x 10

0.16-0.60

1.35-4.47

-3

2.2-3.3 x 10

0.11-0.14

9.9-13.3

23.0-29.6

-3

2.7 x 10-6

2.3-3.0 x 10

0.22-0.29

-3



Public

Accidental

Deaths

Injury

Man-days
lost

Disease

Deaths

Disability

flfon-days
lost

Material
Acquis-
ition &
Construc-
tion

—

—

—

—

—

—

Emissions

—

—

—

8.3-12.8 x 10

0.042-0.064

0.26-0.83

Operation Energy Energy
& Back-up Storage
Maintenance (a)

Transportation Total

9.

2.

0.

0 x

1 X

58

10 "

10"4

9

2

0

.0 x

.1 X

.58

10

10

,-5

,-4

8.3-12.8 x 10~6 H
CO

0.042-0.064

0.26-0.83

Notes:

(a) Energy storage may be required if jiax.tr are built far enough from shore.
(b) See footnote (a), Table G-3.
(c) See footnote (b), Table G-3.
(d) See footnote (e), Table E-5.
(e) See footnote (f), Table E-5.
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APPENDIX J

METHANOL

Using wood to produce wood alcohol (methanol) is another non-conventional
source of energy. The actual methanol synthesis from hydrogen«and carbon
monoxide feedstock is well-established technology, and the production of the
liquid goes back to the destructive distillation of wood in the mid-1800's.
The development of copper-based catalysts has permitted the production of
methanol at medium pressures and temperatures of 250 C. Details are given
elsewhere (114).

Methanol is expected to be used as a substitute for petroleum products in
road and marine transportation. It differs frcm the other non-conventional
technologies considered here by being based on a chemical process. In addition,
its end-use involves burning, as do coal and oil. From this viewpoint,
methanol has characteristics of both conventional and non-conventional energy
systems.

In effect, methanol production involves the use of a renewable resource -
wood - in the same way that solar collectors use renewable energy from the sun.
The difference lies in the fact that we must make an effort to replant and
harvest more trees, whereas no such effort is required for solar and wind
energy.

Because of the hybrid nature of methanol production, we will have to
adopt elements of the methodology used for both conventional and non-conventional
energy systems. This does not pose a barrier to analysis, since both meth-
odologies are only slightly different ways of describing the total risk of a
system.

i MATERIAL ACQUISITION AND CONSTRUCTION

For the purposes of calculation, we will assign logging and harvesting
of wood to the category "Operation and Maintenance". In this part, we will be
concerned only with acquiring materials for and the construction of the
methanol factory.

No estimates could be found for the weight, type of materials required,
and construction times to build a methanol factory. However, an oil refinery
is a close analogy to this type of factory. In Table B-l, the risk from
gathering and handling oil was combined into one category. Ehiith et al
(37) divided the risk into two parts: drilling for oil and pipelining it
to the refinery, and the refining of it. It is this second part that most
closely resembles a methanol factory in terms of risk. Snith et al note
that the refining aspect of oil production constitutes 92 - 94% of the total
deaths and injuries in the two categories, and 93 - 95% of the total man-
days lost.
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We oould correct the risk of accidents in gathering and handling fuels
shewn in the first column of Table B-2 by these percentages, if methanol had
the same fuel value per unit weight as fuel oil. The fuel value of methanol
is only about half that of ordinary fuel oil (116), so we must multiply the
values of Table B-2 by two to convert them into the same relationship to one
megawatt-year over the plant lifetime.

A second modification involves the plant lifetime. The oil refinery was
assumed to have a 30-year span, but that of methanol is only 20 years (117).
This implies that the values of Table B-2 should be multiplied by a further
factor of 1.5.

The final modification of the original data concerns the end-use to which
methanol will be put. All previous uses have been in the form of either
electricity or thermal energy. In the latter case, only the net output has
been considered. For example, if a nuclear plant produced 3000 megawatts
of thermal energy and 1000 was convertible to electrical energy, only the
latter value was considered in the present calculations. The ratio of the
lower to the higher value is the efficiency, as mentioned before. For methanol,
the end-use will probably be in transportation, a system whose efficiency is
low. Referenoe 118 notes that the efficiency of the "federal driving cycle",
combining highway and city conditions, is about 0.12. The third multiplicative
factor which must be applied to the original data is then 1/0.12 = 8.33.

As in the case of solar space heating, we have here a technology which does
not directly produoa electricity. However, methanol generates sanething which
could also be brought about by electricity - mechanical motion. In effect,
we are assuming that the methanol used is equivalent in terms of mechanical
energy to the electricity that oould have been used to drive autos and buses.

Taking all this information into account, we find that the deaths from
methanol refining are 0.0032 - 0.04, injuries total 0.34 - 2.8, and the
total numbar of man-days lost is 38 - 380. Disease-related risk is assumed
to be zero. These risk values are expressed per unit of net energy over the
lifetime of the system, and are occupational and accidental.

While higher than those of oil, this risk may still be an underestimate.
Production of methanol will involve handling large volumes of wood, in contrast
to the relatively small volumes of crude oil. This will probably produce higher
risk, but this question cannot be settled until a more detailed analysis is
performed.

We have generally been assuming that the energy required to run a methanol
refinery is a fairly small part of total material requirements. However, the
process of producing methanol may have a net energy loss (119). That is, more
energy is expended on the prooess than is gained frcm the resulting product.
Taken to its logical conclusion, this implies that the risk is essentially
infinite. While methanol production may indeed be a net energy-losing system,
until this claim is verified further we shall not deduce that the world's
population will be wiped out if enough methanol is made.
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ii EMISSIONS

Emissions-related risk from methanol may be divided into two parts: first,
emissions produced in gathering materials for factory construction, and second,
emissions produced from fuel combustion. Methanol is the only non-conventional
technology considered for which both types must be analyzed.

Reference 33 indicates that the metals used in oil refining constitute
about 24% of the metals used in all aspects of oil production except trans-
portation and electricity production. This implies that the first column of
Table B-l, dealing with the metals required for gathering and handling fuel,
should be multiplied by 0.24. Assuming that all the metal is steel, this yields
0.38 metric tons of steel per megawatt-year over the plant's lifetime. Assuming,
as usual, that 1.5 kg of coal is required to produce 1 kg of steel, and multiplying
by the factors noted in the previous part, we find that 14.3 metric tons of
coal are required per unit energy over the factory's lifetime. This is a small
quantity» and produces 4.4 x 10 deaths, 0.02 - 2.9 disabilities, and 0.13 - 0.38
man-days lost, if there is a linear relationship between the coal used and
emissions effects.

The second form of emissions, from automobiles and other forms of trans-
portation, is more difficult to evaluate in terms of risk. It is well-known
that car exhausts contain many air pollutants, sane of which are harmful to
human health. Exactly what pollutants the burning of methanol will produce is
not yet clear. When this is known, the emissions values noted above may have to
be revised upwards.

iii OPERATION AND MftlMTENANCE

We can divide the operation and maintenance requirements into two parts:
in the factory, and in the forest, felling timber and hauling logs-

A total of 204 man-years are required for oil refinery maintenance (33).
This constitutes about 79% of the entire labor force used in the operation,
maintenance and construction of the refinery, averaged on a yearly basis. The
total numbers of deaths, injuries and man-days lost for this phase of activity
are 3.7 - 5.6 x 10 , 0.0031 - 0.004 and 0.38 - 0.54 (37), respectively. Using
the methanol-to-oil factors developed above, the number of deaths, injuries and
man-days lost per unit net energy output averaged over the methanol factory life-
time are 0.00073 - 0.0011, 0.061 - 0.079 and 7.5 - 10.6, respectively. Risk
from disease is arbitrarily set at zero.

The second part of operation and maintenance to consider is logging. A
total of /JO man-years of logging is required for a 100 million imperial
gallon per year plant (117). Mathanol produces 21.6 kilowatt-hours (74,000
British thermal units) of energy per imperial gallon, so the gross energy
output of this plant each year is 246 megawatt-year. Given the efficiency
factor noted above, this corresponds to a net energy of 29.6 megawatt-years.
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We therefore need 24.7 man-years of logging per megawatt-year of useful energy.
A total of 296 man-days is lost due to accident and disease per 100 man-years
in the category "logging camps and logging contractors" (15). If the distribution
of disease, accidents and deaths is similar to that of roofing and sheet metal
(another outdoor trade), the number of man-days lost due to disease and accidents
per 100 man-years would be 4.1 and 292, respectively. In addition, there would
be 0.95 fatalities. These figures show that the risk due to logging is much
higher than that from factory maintenance. The combination of the two components
is shown in Table J-l. The same system of prorating deaths, injuries and dis-
abilities as used in previous tables was employed.

iv ENERGY BACK-UP

Because of the continuous nature of the methanol process, no energy back-
up is required.

v ENERGY STORAGE

No energy storage is required.

vi TRANSPORTATION

Transportation risk forms a small part of total risk for most energy
systems, and this also holds true for methanol. The number of accidental
deaths, injuries and man-days lost per unit energy for oil is 5.5 - 7.1
x 10 , 0.0003 - 0.0063 and 0.34 - 0.62, respectively. In this case, 31
days per injury was allowed. If we assume that the average distance trans-
ported from the refinery is the same for methanol as for oil, we can use the
methanol-to-oil conversion factors deduced above. These produce 0.0014 - 0.0018,
0.008 - 0.158 and 8.5 - 15.5 deaths, injuries and man-days lost, respectively.

vii SUMMARY

Table J-l shows that methanol has risk higher than most other non-
conventional technologies considered. One way in which it differs from the
others is in its low public risk, produced from only one source, emissions due
to material acquisition. Because comparatively little steel is used to build
a methanol factory, these emissions are low. We also assume that no sulfur
dioxide is produced by burning this fuel. If emissions from automobiles using
methanol produce health effects, the risk to the public oould increase sharply.

The relatively low public risk is more than made up by the high occupa-
tional values. Most of this risk is due to the extensive amount of logging.
Smaller risk values are due to material acquisition and construction of the
methanol factory.



TABLE J - l

Methanol Risk (per megawatt-year net mechanical output)

Material finissions Operation & Energy
Acquisition & Maintenance Back-up
Construction

Energy Transportation Total
Storage

Occupational

Accidental

Deaths

Injury

Man-days
lost, exclud-
ing deaths

Man-days
lost, total

Disease

Deaths

3.2-40 x 10
(a)

0.34-2.8
(b)

19-140

38-380

(a)

-3

Disability

Han-days
lost

0.096

3.2
(b)

295

— 870

5.7 x 10
(d)

0.013
(c) (d)

4.1

1.4-1.8

0.008-0
(e)

0.25-4.

8.5-15.

x 10 -

.158

90

5

0.10

3.5-6.2

314-440

916-1266

J-5

5.7 x 10

0.013

4.1



Material Baissions Operation & Energy Energy Transportation Total
Acquisition & Maintenance Back-up Storage
Construction

Man-days
lost — — — — — —

Disease

Deaths — 4.4 x 10~6 -- — -- — 4.4 x 10~6

Disability — 0.02-2.9 — — — • 0.02-2.9

Man-days
lost -- 0.13-0.38 — — — — 0.13-0.38

Notes:

(a) See footnote (a), Table E-5.
(b) See footnote (c). Table E-5.
(c) See footnote (e), Table E-5.
(d) See footnote (f), Table E-5.
(e) 31 days per injury.
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APPENDIX K

HYDROELBgiRICITY

Hydroelectric stations now generate the largest proportion of Canadian
electricity, and are expected to do so until «ell past 1990. The data
on hydroelectricity was not in the same form as that for other energy
systems, so it was difficult to use sane of it in the present analysis.
As a result, the following calculations can be viewed as an estimate.

In spite of this, we can make sane quantitative observations.
Jassby (137) summarized the situation succinctly:

"The notion that hydroelectric power is a 'clean'
and dependable alternative to other, more obvious
polluting energy sources is not a viable one."

i MBTERIAL ACQUISITION

We can divide the risk due to hydroelectricity into two parts: (a) that
incurred in material acquisition, construction and other forms of normal
operation, and (b) that due to catastrophic dam failures. Information
on (b) will be analyzed after the routine risk is considered.

Data on the amount of steel, concrete and other raw materials required
for a typical dam is not plentiful. Part of the problem ;s that there
exists no "typical" dam; all are somewhat different. However, Morison
of Ontario Hydro (138) has made estimates of the experience in Ontario
over the past 30 years. Data is shown in Table K-l.

Table K-l

Materials Required for 1000 Megawatt
Hydroelectric System in 10 5 metric tons (138)(c)

Reinforcing Structural Rock Earth Concrete
Steel Steel (a) (a) (b)

0.14 0.068 117 44 27.5

Notes:

(a) Density assumed to be 1.9 metric tons per cubic metre (142)
(b) Density assumed to be 2.4 metric tons per cubic metre (139)
(c) A Bechtel Corporation report (143) lists rock and earth requirements

approximately seven times as great.
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The materials shown can be grouped into three categories: steel,
rock and earth, and concrete. Albers (140) has indicated that materials
like aluminium, chromium, copper, manganese, mica and nickel will also
be required. However, the amounts specified are small, and can be neglected
without altering the results significantly.

Table K-2 relates these quantities to the unit energy of one megawatt-
year over the lifetime of the system. Morison implicitly assumes a
lifetime of 50 years with a load factor of 0.60, which means that each
megawatt of installed capacity produces 50 x 0.6 = 30 megawatt-years
over its lifetime.

Since the lifetime of a dam and its load factor play a part in
subsequent calculations, a brief discussion is in order. Estimates of
lifetimes vary considerably. Thomas (141) has surtmarized them:

"60 years... is considered to be the life of
a dam in evaluation of worth... a life of 100
years may be given to a dam when assessing the
unit cost of electricity generated at the site."

While Morison1s estimate is somewhat lower, the small risk values of
Table K-2 indicate that the precise lifetime chosen will not make a
substantial difference in calculations.

We should not assuma that dams last forever. They may be abandoned
for economic or other reasons. For example, it has been shown (147)
that at least 120 dams in the United States were abandoned from 1964 to
1974.

The load factor, or ratio of energy produced to the maximum which
could be produced, is lower for hydroelectricity than for most of the other
energy systems considered. In terms of world hydroelectricity production,
for example, the factor for 1974 was about 0.49 (144). In 1975, the
factor for the United States was 0.54 (145). For Canada in 1976, it was
0.62 (146). The factor of 0.60 chosen for computational purposes is then
reasonable.

ii CONSTRUCTION

The problem with evaluating construction risk in the same way as for
other energy systems is that we generally do not know the number of man-hours
required for each task in construction. That is, the hours spent in
plumbing, cement work, etc. are not available for each dam.

We can use a more direct approach based on operating experience.
lYbrison (138) notes that there have been about 0.025 fatalities in
Ontario per installed megawatt of capacity over the last 30 years. Potier
(148), dealing with France, notes that the average number of deaths per year
between 1953 and 1967 in hydroelectric construction was 20.6. The construction
produced an installed power of 5315 megawatts, so there were 0.058 deaths per
installed megawatt. Potier continues:



Material &
Equipment
Acquisition

Iron One
Mining (c)

Hard Coal
Mining (c)

Steel

Non-metal
Mining (b)

Cement

Materials
(metric
tons)

1.15

1.04

0.69

628

92

Fabricated
Metal Products
(d) 0.69

Table K-2

Material Acquisition Risk of Hydroelectricity
(per megawatt-year net output) (a)

Man-hours
per metric
ton

0.44

1.2

10.0

0.50

0.84

149

Man-
hours

0.51

1.25

6.9

3.24

77

103

Man-days
lost,
accidents

-

0.001

0.003

0.089

0.027

0.046

Man-days
lost,
illness

-

-

-

0.002

0.001

0.001

Deaths
(x 103)

-

0.001

-

0.055

0.003

0.005

Man-days
lost, total

-

0.01

-

0.42

0.04

0.08

Notes:

0.166 0.004

(a) See text for discussion of conversion factors from Tables K-l to K-2.
(b) Includes rock, earth and concrete materials.
(c) Assuming 1.67 kg of iron ore and 1.5 kg of coal per kg of steel.
(d) Assuming the weight of metal products equals the weight of steel.

0.064 0.55
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"Hydroelectric power is then more dangerous than
thermal production. For the same period, the latter
had 114 deaths for an installed capacity of 8666
megawatts, or 0.013 deaths per megawatt."

As noted in the previous part, one megawatt installed corresponds
to about 30 megawatt-years of energy produced over a dam's lifetime,
so the Morison data corresponds to 0.00083 deaths per megawatt-year,
and the Potier data to 0.00193. If we allow 6000 man-days lost per
death, this corresponds to 5.0 and 11.6 man-days lost, respectively.

Potier notes that the average number of injuries in French hydroelectric
construction was 3676 from 1956 to 1961. If we (a) assume this rate was
similar for the 15 years over which 5315 megawatts was installed, (b) allow
30 days lost per injury, and (c) follow the reasoning in terms of dam
lifetime and load factors used previously, the man-days lost to construction
injuries are 3676 x 30 x 15 / 5315 x 50 x 0.6 = 10.4 per megawatt-year.
The total man-days lost due to construction is then between 15.4 and 22.0.

iii EMISSIONS

The weight of coal used in material acquisition was calculated to be
1.04 metric tons per unit energy, as noted in Table K-2. Using the estimated
effects on public health per unit quantity of coal, the total number of
man-days lost per unit energy is 0.01 - 0.04. Since this quantity is so
small, we will disregard it in later calculations of the total risk.

iv OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

The overall risk fran this source has been estimated. One source (149)
indicates that occupational injuries in 1972 at hydroelectric situs in the
United States occurred at about one-half the frequency and one-tenth the
severity (in terms of man-days lost) of the average for all electric
generating plants. However, an analysis of the same data for the years
1969 to 1972 indicates that the severity rate of accidents in hydroelectric
plants was about 20% higher than for fossil-fired plants (150).

Potier (151) indicates that the death rate fran operation and
maintenance of hydroelectric dams in France is comparable to that of
fossil-fired plants. For the former system, there was one death per 1580
megawatt-years between 1953 and 1967. For the latter system, there was
one death per 1160 megawatt-years, or about 27% more. There are then
0.00063 deaths per unit energy in hydroelectric operation and maintenance,
corresponding to 3.8 man-days lost.

Bertolett (150) shows that for operation and maintenance activities
in the United States totalling about seven million man-hours, there were
21 accidents per fatality. Each accident produced 72 man-days lost.
Assuming that the ratio is the same in France, this implies 0.0133
accidents per megawatt-year, and 0.95 man-days lost. There is then a
total of 4.8 man-days lost per unit energy due to death and accidents.
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v ENERGY BACK-UP AMD STORAGE

There is no back-up required for hydroelectricity. Risk due to storage
is included in the normal material acquisition and construction categories.

vi TRANSPORTATION

As usual, we assume that transportation risk is proportional to the
wieght transported. As shown in Table K-2, the total weight of materials
is about 723 metric tons per unit energy. This yields occupational deaths
between 0.00033 and 0.0010; injuries between 0.003 and 0.010; and total
man-days lost between 2.1 and 7.2. Corresponding public values are,
respectively, between 0.00017 and 0.00039; 0.00033; and between 1.0 and 2.4.

vii DAM FAILURES

Thousands of dams have been built over the past century all over
the world. However, many are used for non-power purposes, such as
irrigation and navigation. We allocate dams which have failed into two
categories: those wholly or partly related to hydroelectricity production,
and those which are not. For example, the well-known Johnstown flood of
1889 had nothing to do with hydroelectricity.

Because there have been many partial or total failures in the past,
a decision was made to concentrate on those which caused the largest
number of deaths. A list is shown in Table K-3.

In addition to this list, there have been other disasters about which
detailed information was not available. This includes Hyokiri (Korea, 1961)
with 250 dead, and Khadakwasla (Panshet, India, 1961) (Reference 157) with up
to 250 dead. Further research is needed on these and other past dam failures.

Table K-3 indicates that between 4255 and 5729 people have died in
dam disasters likely associated with hydroelectricity, since production began
in the late 19th century. While dams built many years ago are probably
less well-designed than modern ones, their failure probably affected fewer
people. For example, the Vajont disaster, the largest ever recorded in
terms of deaths, occurred in 1963.

We must take account of the fact that some people may be injured as
a result of a dam failure in addition to those who are killed. Most data
on dam failures lists only the number of dead. It proved possible to obtain
the number of injured for only four failures. This information is shown in
Table K-4.

It should be noted that three of the four cases in this table are non-
hydroelectric dams. The implicit assunption is that the ratio of injured
to dead is approximately the same for hydroelectric as opposed to non-hydro-
electric (i.e., navigation, irrigation, etc.) dams. This is a reasonable
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Table K-3

Major Disasters Likely Associated with Hydroelectricity Generation

Place

Vajont, Italy (a)

Gleno, Italy

St. Francis, U.S.

Kiev (Babi Yar),
U.S.S.R.

Koyna (Shivaji
Sagar Lake), India

Vega de Tera,
Spain

Sella Zerbino,
Italy

Oros, Brazil

Coedty, Wales

Teton, U.S.

Bhakra, India

Colorado Dam,
Texas, U.S.

Necaxa No. 2,
Mexico

Date

1963

1923

1926

1961

1967

1959

1935

1960

1926

1977

1959

1900

1909

Number Dead

2600-3000

600

426-450

145

180

123-150

100-111

30-1000

20-60

9-11

10

8

4

4255-5729

Notes:

References

(153) (154) (b)

(155)(156)

(155)(156)

(161)

(158)

(153)(155)(156)

(155)(156)

(153)(155)(156)

(155)(156)

(159)(160)

(155)

(155)

(155)

(a) Dam did not fail, but was overtopped.
(b) Reference 155 indicated 5000 dead, but this may be in error.
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Ratios of

Place Date

Koyna (Shiraji 1967
Sagar), India
(Hydroelectric)

Kelly Barnes, 1977
U.S.A. (Non-Hydro-
electric)

Baldwin Hills, 1963
U.S.A. (Non-Hydro-
electric)

Table K-4

Injured to Dead in Dam

Number Dead

175-180

37

3-5

Number
Injured

1500

47

15

Failures

Ratio of
Injured to
Dead

8.3-8.6

1.27

3-5

References

(158) (162)

(163)

(155)(156)

Mohegan Park 1963 6 6 1 (155)(156)
(Spaulding Pond),
U.S.A. (Non-Hydro-
electric)

assumption. There are many other factors, such as the amount of water behind
the dam, where the victims live with respect to the dam, and the degree of
preparation for emergency, which affect both the total number of victims and
the ratio of injured to dead more than the type of dam.

The data of Table K-4 is quite limited. However, as an approximation
we can say that the ratio of injured to dead varies between one and eight.
This implies that the number of injured in hydroelectric dam failures
throughout history is between 4200 and 46,000. Of course, some people may
have been injured in dam failures in which nobody died.

The number of deaths and injuries must be related to the total amount
of hydroelectricity produced. Since the calculated deaths and injuries
refer to the world-wide experience, the data on hydroelectric energy must do
so as well. Darmstadter (152) has collected information on this subject,
and results are shown in Table K-5.

In order to convert these yearly quantities into a grand total, some
assumptions must be made. We assume (a) that production of hydroelectricity
on a significant scale started around 1890, and increased linearly to 1925;
(b) a linear increase between each following pair of years shown in Table
K-5; and (c) 1978 is the last year considered. These assumptions tend to
slightly overestimate the amount of hydroelectricity produced. The actual
type of increase was probably exponential over most of the period under
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Table K-5

World Hydroelectricity Consumption for Selected Years, in
thousands of megawatt-years (152)(a)

Year Quantity

1925 9.0
1938 20.8
1950 39.6
1955 54.1
1960 78.5
1965 102.8
1967 115.1
1968 120.6
1980 216.4 (projected)

Notes:

(a) Assuming one million metric tons coal equivalent equals 913
megawatt-years.

consideration, rather than linear, which would produce a slightly lower
quantity than that estimated. In turn, this slight overestimate will produce
a slight underestimate of the risk per unit energy.

Using the assumptions noted above, the total hydroelectricity produced
from 1890 to 1978 was 3.67 million megawatt-years. We can then use this
information to calculate the rate of death and injury per unit energy
generated.

The estimated deaths per unit energy is (4255 - 5729)/3,670,000 = 0.0011
to 0.0016. The number of injuries is (4255 - 46,000)/3,670,000 = 0.0011 to
0.0128.

viii SlflMRKY

Results of calculations are shown in Table K-6. There are four major
sources of risk: construction, operation and maintenance, transportation
and dam failures. The largest contribution is from construction. Other
sources have either zero or negligible risk.

In the following rankings of different energy systems, only the maximum
values of risk for each technology were considered. Similar results can be
obtained if minimum values are used.

In terms of occupational risk, the number of deaths attributable to
hydroelectricity is comparable to that of ocean thermal. This would rank
hydrc slectricity fourth or fifth lowest of the eleven technologies
considered. The total nunber of occupational man-days lost due to this
source is slightly higher than that of ocean thermal, ranking hydroelectricity
fifth lowest in this category.



Table K-6

Hydroelectric Pcwer Risk (per megawatt-year net electrical output) (a)

Occupational

Accidental

Deaths

Injury

Man-days
lost

Disease

Deaths

Disability

Man-days
lost

Public

Accidental

Deaths

Injury

Man-days
lost

Material
Acquisition
& Construction

8.9 - 20.0 x 10

0.34 (d)

15.9 - 22.5

(b)

8 x 10"5(c)

0.004

-

-

-

Operation
&

Maintenance

Transportation

6.3 x 10

0.013 (e)

4.8

,-4 0.33 - 1.0 x 10-3

2.7 - 9.9 x 10'

2.1 - 7.2

,-3

1.7 - 3.9 x 10

3.3 x 10~4

1.0 - 2.4

-4

Dam
Failures

Total

1.9 - 3.6 x 10

0.37

22.8 - 34.5

-3

t

-58 x 10

0.004

1.1 - 1.6 x 10~3 1.3 - 2.0 x 10~3

1.1 - 12.8 x 10"3 1.4 - 13.1 x 10~3(d)

6.6 - 10.0 7.6 - 12.4



Material Operation Transportation Dam Total
Acquisition & Failures
& Construction Maintenance

Disease

Deaths - - - - -

Disability - - - - -

Man-days - - - - -
lost

Notes:

(a) Risk fran emissions is negligible. No energy back-up required; energy storage risk included in
material acquisition. !*!

(b) See footnote (a), Table E-5. g
(c) Assuming 50 man-days lost per disability.
(d) Assuming 30 man-days lost per injury.
(e) Reference 150 notes 72 man-days lost per injury.
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Hydroélectricité produces between 0.0013 and 0.0020 public deaths
per unit energy output, and is ranked sixth lowest of the group. In terms
of total man-days lost by the public, hydroelectricity also ranks sixth
lowest.

Occupational and public deaths total between 0.0032 and 0.0056 per unit
energy. Hydroelectricity then ranks fourth lowest in terms of the
maximum number of deaths, behind natural gas, nuclear and ocean thermal.
The maximum number of man-days lost from both sources is 47, and again
hydroelectricity ranks fourth lowest.

Hydroelectricity and nuclear power are the only two systems considered
which have had major concern expressed over risk to the public in terms
of disasters. It is of interest to compare the tv"o sets of public risk.

In terms of total public risk, hydroelectricity has between 8 and 32
times the number of deaths of nuclear power. The ratio for disabilities
and injuries is between 13 and 94. Finally, the ratio of total man-days
lost in hydroelectricity as compared to nuclear is between 8 and 25.

Not all public risk is derived frcm real or potential catastrophes.
For example, hydroelectricity has risk from transportation, and nuclear has
risk from transportation and waste management. For a direct comparison
of risk attributable to disasters, we consider the public risk of the columns
entitled "Electricity Production" in Table D-5 (for nuclear) and "Dam
Failures" in Table K-6.

When this pair of categories is evaluated, we find that the ratios
for hydroelectricity to those of nuclear are (a) between 7 and 37 for
deaths; (b) between 490 and 1570 for injuries and disabilities; and (c)
between 7 and 37 for total man-days lost. We can conclude that it is
highly likely that hydroelectricity has both a higher overall and disaster -
related risk than nuclear power.


